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Morrison Center
To Locate At BSU
money for the facility has already
been approved by the Idaho State
Board of Education. Final action
on the recommendation will come
later this year.
.
In recent remarks, Kei.ser also
emphasized that the joint community / student endeavor would
provide both groups with a unique
opportunity to bring in a variety of
interests to the joint facility.
Keiser also stated that he has
hopes of increasing the nurnber of
internships in the community
available to students in the Arts
and Humanities, of attracting
more classical and creative artists, and perhaps of establishing
an endowed chair of some type if
the future proves fruitful.
The joint ·performing center and
The funds for the Arts and classroom facility will be located
on the sight of the present MJsic
HumanitieS building itself will
If all goes well, a
coma- from tl}pldaho Permanent building.
Building Fund. A t:rst priority 'groundDreaking should take place
in late 1981.
'
recomendation for one-half of the

The fv'brrison Center for the Fine
and Performing Arts is to be built
in conjunction with Boise State
University's Arts and Humanities
Building as.a result of a commit.ment by the fv'brrison Foundation
. to supply $3.5 million dollars for
the performina center project at
the urging of Ms. Velma fv'brrison.
Those funds have been
supplemented by more than
$300,000 from. FUN03Y.
The proposed Arts and Humanities Building is scheduled to
house the departments of MJslc,
Theater Arts, Communications
and hopefully, accordlnq'to BSU
President John Keiser, a privatelyfunded room for the \/'\.estem
Studies Center.

I.

to'

The site of the present Music Building Is schedUled
bOOlme iii~ locatlon of the proposed Morrison .
Center for the. Fine and Performing Arts and the BSU Arts and Humanities Building.
.
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According to Keiser, the School
of Public Affairs would include the
IRpartment of Political Science
,and Philosophy, the IRpartment
of Social V\brk, the 03partments
of Sociology, Mthropology, and
CrIminal Justice .Administration,
the IRpartment of. Communication, and the Department of •
Military Science.
Keiser noted
that '... k, the seat of state
govemment, Boise provides a
laboratory unequalled In this state
for students Interested In public'
Specifically Keiser noted the
problems .. .' A committee will be
progress of the past year toward . appointed by Keiser to prepare a
the establishment of a new core
proposal on the establishment of
curriculum for the university,
the new school for the State
toward the construction of a Curriculum Committee.
multi-purpose pavilion, and t6- .
ward final national accreditation
Keiser also stated that revision of
of the School of Bu'slness. He, the core curriculum would co'nalso outlined some prospects for tlnue during 1979-00, that a comthe' coming academic year by mlttee to revise the Boise Stat!,!
proposing the creation of a Schoo! catalog would begin work during
of Public Affairs.
the fall semester, and that efforts

Boise State Ullverslty President
John Keiser outlined the goals
and prospects of the university In
the coming year during tM course
of a speech given to faculty and
staff members on August 27.
The address, entitled 'CollegialIty:
M Academic Necessity'
revealed Keiser's conviction to
'... move ahead regardless of constralnts.' and to continue •...the
commitment to make a very fIne
institution even better.'
.
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coreercomoutor
Can" Help Students

ber whether a special program,
If you're looking for Information
juist for Idaho, will be developed
on a career In' nursing, law,
over the next few years. The
management or some other such
CI
program might well mirror the one
field you'll be glad to know that
developed by the State of Oregon.
the office of Career and Financial
Besides the areas of career Infor, Services can help you obtain some
mation already listed, the program
answers with the press ~f a button
also provides' a list of available
or two.
would begin In order to integrate
jobs and a' question and answer
the
School
of
Vocational·
scheme that may be helpful In
Technical Ed~Atlon more dlrectiy
Career and Financial services Is
providing students with occupato the singularly academic compresently part of a pilot project
tions that filthe answers they give
munity.
that is exploring the uses of
to the question lists.
computors In helping students
Toward the goal of Integration of
and teachers in finding career
the Vocational-Technical School,
Information.
At. present, the . This particular program could
well serve as a type of career
Keiser has recently appointed a ' computer program being used
advising system for high school,
school wide advisory committee
was developed by the State of
as well as university students and
and will be asking the State Board
Oregon and as such, emphasizes
their Instructors.
of Education to •... upgrade the
Oregon Information.
administrative leadership of the
For Example, if a student has an
School from Director to 113an.'
.Career and Financial Services
idea of the type of work he/she
director Dick Rapp noted that
would like to be doing, the
Keiser also surveyed the finanstudents can come In and work
computor can provide Information
cial situation for the coming year concemlng t!le type of training
with ihe caresr computer during
and stated that the 1979-80 budget
the office's normal hours. Stu-_
and/or experience necessary to
is 'thin.' He continued by saying
obtain such a position. It can also
dents are encouraged to use the
that those funds would be adeexplain what, the duties. of the
system. There Is no charge for the
quateforthecomlng year because career involve as well as the
career service althls time. My
the university would be carrying
Oregon s'choolsand colleges t~at ~questions about the computor can
funds fOlWard from the last year.
be answered at the Career and
may offer· the training for that
The announcement of the creaFinancial Services office ·In room
career.
tion of a Uilverslty.Arts ~socla117 of the .Administration buildAA Idaho steering committee will
CONTINUED
·TO PAGE 3
decide at the latter part of SeptemIng.
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BSU Initiates New -Univers·ity
Community Arts Association
.
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W. MJrrison Center for the Fine
In addition to those officers,
BSU President John Keiser and
and PerfOrming Arts and to advise directors of the UCAAareCarolyn
newly selected UniVersity communlty Arts Association President , on scheduling of all art related Tertellng, Arthur Oppenhelmer,
Paul O:lrcldrey, Robert Krueger,
Ralph comstock publicly announ- . programs; to promote cooperation
between the University and Boise \l\Alllam Keppler, and John Keiser.
ced the creation of the University
City in arts-related programming;
. O:lmmunlty Arts Association in a
Already members of the UCAA
press briefing on Thursday, Au- . to encourage competent students
are involved In committees planwith artistic and academic ability
gust 30.
ning the Harry W. rv'orrison
and attitude to attend Boise state
University.and participate in arts
Center.
related pmqrams.and to promote
The UCAA was fqunded to prothe public interest in fine and
In the future the group may
mote excellence lruthe arts, both
performing arts programs conundertake such projects as fundat Boise State UnIversity and in
ducted by and at Boise State.
·raising, scholarships, ticket prothe Treasure ValleyO:lmmunity.
. motion; internships, and special
The precise goals of the associaprograms in the arts ..
In the meeting of incorporatlon
. tion, as stated in the Articles of
Officers are currently working on
held
August
28,
1979,
officers
Incorporation, are to promote
the by-laws of the organization.
elected included Ralph Comstock,
excellence in fine and performing
As soon as those are complete,
PreslClent;Katie Stein, Vice-Presiarts programs at Boise State and
the
Association will begin a drive
dent
and
carolyn
Johnson,
Secrein the community; to promote the
to subscribe members,
tary-Treasurer.
development and use of the Harry

~/2 Dlock SO.
of U.nl'leisity'O
on Df()odway
Open Until 10 PM Monday thru Saturday
8PMSunda

Your Molenaar's
Representatives
on Campus
Rick
Choose From .
Our Selection of

7!1~

Diamond Jewelry
Watches
Earrings
Pendants
and much more

Jewelers

1207 Broadway 2 Blocks South of Bf!Jnco Stadium

BSU President Dr. John Keiser and UCAA President Ralph Comstock during the press conference
publicly announced the creation af the University Art Assoc!af/on.
Photo by Bernii' Jackson
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% DISCOUMT

on Darkroom
.suppl ies to
registered students
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. Lightweight,. rugged
3-Way Focusing
SiliCon, Cell Meter
SPECIALLY

.Canterbury Club

:I~vites An To Portv-Dlnner
Boise State University students,
faculty, staff and friends are
invited to participate in a swimming party-pizza .dinner that will
be sponsored by the newly formed
Canterbury Club.
The Canterbury Club, named
after the great spiritual center of
England, will be supported by the
Episcopal Churches of Idaho
_while its goal will be to provide
regular opportunities for worship,
study and fellowship to students
either with an EPiscopal backgroung orwho wish to learn about

ter, 1915 University Dive, starting
slderation ..
about 4 p.m. Club organizers
Organizers ask. that students let
extend a warm invitation to all
them know if they can participate .
students and others interested in
They would like· to have names
working with students to join in
and want contact allEpiscopal
the swim andlorthe dinner.1here
students who might be interested.
will be no charge for either event
There is no way to get such
as Bishop KIng Is providing
information from school records,
support for the outings.
All parishes in Boise and throughRegular 'N3dnesday evening proout the state have been asked to
grams, starting September 12th,
give the group the names of
will be held at the catholic
students attending BSU.· The
Student Center. Eucharist will be
most effective help 'will be from
celebrated at 7 p.m. by priests . parents and friends urging particifrom local parishes. Rhe Rev. pation In club aotlvitles. .

th~ Christian experience in the
Episcopal tradition.
The swimming party will begin at
2 p.rn, on september 9 and will be
held at the O:lndominlum pool,
Kootenai at Phillip!.
After the
swim, there will be a pizza party at
St. PaursCatholic Student Cen~

Michael
Mahoney from
St.
To offer yourhelppleaso contact
Stephens on the 12th, and D:lafI
either your parish office of clergyDNyer form the cathedral on the
man, or' one of the. following
19th. FollOWingEucharist. a study . coordinators:
Herb Runner,
and fellowship period will be held
343-4183,St.
Michael's; Mike
with the subject and 'progl<'..m to
tvbhoney, 375-2544, St.Stephen's;
be determined by group Interests.
or John Caylor, 344-7075, All
Several proposals are under' consalnts.

PRICED

FUJICA AZ-i
With

43-75mm Zoom

Automatic Digital.
Shutter Speed Control
Optional Auto Winder
Avaflable
.
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ASBSU
The ASBSU Senate will hod Its first
formal meeting of the new semester on
Wednesday, September 5at four o'clock
in the Senate Chambers of the Student
Union Building, Students are Invited,
There are a great number 01 'positions
open for students on a variety 01
university committees.
Interested students should acquire en application and
any additional Inlormatlon from the
Associated Student body ottlce on the
second floor 01 the SUB, '
Applications are now being accepted for
two open ASB Senate seats,
The
vacancl"$ exist In the SChoolof Education
and the SChopl 01 H~Hl
SCiences,
Interested students should apply to the
ASBSU ,ottlce in the Student Building,
There will be a meeting' 01 all ASB
Qrganlzatlons with the Intent to plan this
year's student Organizational Fair which
Is scheduled to be held on September 26,
The Dlannlng meeting will be held on
Thursday, september 13 at 2:00 p.rn. In
the ASB Senate Chambers In the Student
Union Building, Contact Glade Williams,
385-1622 or Brenda Freeman, 385-1242
• for more lnformatlon.

,"

BSU Notices
Students Interested III helping, beginning college students with their writing
should contact Jay King at 385-1956 or
336-3516 or Roy .Fox at 385-1423 or
34+3383 as soon as posslbte.
Internship course credit Is available for
english and Communication
Departments majors or Honors students of any
malor, Work study money Is available for
students already approved for participation of In the work study program,

"\ "

Sports
Tip$
News
Entertai nment
Opinions

Intercollegiate Debate and Individual'
Events Speaking Team Forming.,
Dr. Suzanne McCorkle, director 01 BSU
Debate and Individual Events, has announced the start of the 1~
fNenslcs
IlBaSOnwith meetings TuesdaY,September4andSeptember11 at 3:30 In LA 105.
Any full time BSU student Is welcome.
Forensics students at BSU can comPl!!e
In speaking events at' Universities 1n
Idaho, Montana, Utah, California, Oregon, Washlngiu(" and Nevada-or develop speaking skills by performing for
local organizations,
•Novice divisions
provide a ch!llienging learning ground for
beginners; senior divisions challenge the
more experience speakers, Last years
team won over" 32 Individual awards,
Including 21ndlvlduaJ reglDnal championships, and sent 5 students to national

ck to-School

.

YPEClflL

·R\4.9b~5h\r-rs
$/Or;!)' eft

competttlcn.
Coach McCorkle noted that "developing
skills of speaking and argUing are a good
door to overall personal groWlhand
development, as well as aiding In future
work ettuattone." The Individual coachIng each participant receives 011&1'. a
unique opportunity for non-classroom
learning.
In eddltlon, students may
receive credit through the Communlcatlon Department.
'
This years dobate topls aiso is one 01
special Interest, dealing with television.
radio, movles, and print media.
RESOLVED: that the lederal government
should significantly strengthen the regulation 01 mass media communication In
the U.S. students interested In Participating need not have any, prior forensics
experience.

The director 01 high school and university relations, Jerry Davis, has moved to
2274 University Drive. This location will
be the official visitor center for 'the
campus. The perking lot adjacent to this
location will be designated "Visitor
Center Parking Only",
and parking
permits will be Issued by the visitor
center staff, Citations will be Issued to ell
vehicles not displaying a permit.
Vehicles with Boise State University
Decals will be considered Violators and be
'itsd accordingly. It Is requested that all
faculty, staff, and students park In other
designated parking areas to avoid recelv- '
Ing parking tickets. These restrictions
apply between hours of 7:00 a.m, and
3:00 p.m.
•

aY\:J
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,Pac..'K~ \
Va.;! Ms)' JJCQ 'PMks/
:Book Mc.ks • __ $I~ oPPPhone: 344-3821.
Expires Sept.

3>0... 1978.

HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED
TO PROVIDE YOU WITH
HANDCRAFTED GIFTS
AND CLOTHING FROM
THETRIBESAND VILAGES
FROM OVER 30 COUNTRIES
THROUGHOUT THE·
DEVELOPING WORLD.
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Dr. John Keiser outline goals and 'prospects In his AUgust 27th
speech.

'

Keiser-------'---CONTIN.UED FROM COVER

tlon to promote university excellence in the arts and In the
community was made during the
course of the address and Keiser
rovlewed the status of the· MlrTlson center for the Fine and
Perfonnlng Arts that Is to be built
In conjunction with the new Arts
and 'Humanities, BUilding. Boise

State has. already asked for, and
received Initial approval of some
$2.5 million which is half of the
amount necessary to, construct
the classroomfaclllty ..,
Keiser stated that Joint usage of
the two buildings will be 'economical and efficient as well as
foster excellence -ln til!') arts
throughouUhe region.'
.

THE 11"'EMSA l'
WORLD'
EXPRESSIONS ARE
PRICED TO FIT YOUR
POCKETBOOK

COME

IN AND TA.KE A ,LOOK
AROUNI;JFOR A UNIQUE
SHOPPING EXPERIENCE
2445' BOGUS BASIN RD'

(GREENWOOD'S OLD SKI HAUS) 344;,;2433
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,Cramer' ,
Outlines Coming Year

~~~I~'IIIII~

ALWAYS CDDK WHEN
YOU
AFiE DDNIT
CDDKING ...·
IF YDU
Time Wasted ta
Clean Up II Mess Like
This Cauld Mean
a IICI• in BialaC'!:·..
·
~~
,

Sign up for 321 coupon program and dlscover~'
.. time you never thought
you had.
Burled in
every week are coutless hours spent washing
and storing dishes, popcorn poppers, buying
food, cooking and general cleaning.
We Can Save You That Time.
washing dishes, boiling
potatoes,
bing pans, you eat to your heart's
And let LIS worry about the mess.

,rs

university food services

'Saga

1.-l1~"7'\

lntead

of
or scrubcontent.

dUIN THE CDUPDN CLAN AND DISCDVER
'.-Flexib.eDinin~that ~eetmYaur
Schedulel Nat Duram
.

Associated Student BodY'Presi5. Encourage action that WOUIU
dent Mike Cramer outlined his
promote a system of bike paths
goals for the coming 1979-80 ~nd additional bike parking tacmschool year during a recent interttes on the BSU campus.
view.
6. TIe In radio station KBSU to
Cramer stated that his admlnlsmore student activities
and'
tration would be dlrected toward:
events.
1. Expanding and publicizing 7.. Create a public forum to
tnformatlon about commutor tranprovide speakers on Issues of
sit systems avai!able to students
interest. Money for this project is
throughout the Boise valley.
yet to be allocated by the ASS
2. Providing students to serve on
Senate.
a recently created BSU faculty , Cramer also emphasized his
evaluation committee. The Comdesire to' see Boise state becomea
mittee's goal will be to study the
more politically active campus.
existing rnannerof taculty evaluaHe suggested that some type of
tion by students and recommend
response might be generated to
any changes or revisions to be
deal with the nuclear power and
made with that system.
Any
waste issue. He urged all stustudent may apply for the posldents to become involved by
tlon.
serving on committees and be3. Promote the student tutorial
coming active in the club of their
program that was created a numchoice.
ber of cyears ago.
There appear. to be no major
4.
Resolve the multi-purpose
problems on the horizon accordpavilion issue with regard to the
Ing to Cramer, and he looks
amount of direct control and input
forward to working with students
that· will be given to students.
during the coming nine months.

There was a time when you didn~ have too'
many choices In meal plans or when you ate
those meals ..• T~ES HAVE CHANGED and so
have the options.
The NEW 321 COUPON
PLAN lets us serve you by your rules; not ours.
It Is designed with you in mind .
.'......

Sound like a good deal? We'll be happy to
explain this new and exciting food program ...
just stop by the Food Service Director's office
an ask us about it.

yaur Baise Staal;:
campus cafeteria
live ImlGid«E! it bel~r
. alBthe timf!l!

Mike Cramer 1979-80Associated Student Body President preparing
aIr the new legislative season.
.
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pa, Eagle, Bnmett, lvbrldian and
l:iaS saving commuter services
Kuna, evenlila commuter buses
ill ease traffic and pocketbook
will transport-students from the
roblems for students attending
Boise State Ullverslty fall semes- - Nampa-Caldwell area to their BSU
classes: ,
erbeginnlng Sept. 4.
Additional carpooling and vacaIn addition to daytime commuter
tion
ride sharing Information and
us service from Caldwell, Namnotices will be posted on a travel
__
--------"'-------------------.:...-----

1!.

E
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board In the BSU Student Union
Building near the campus bookstore.'
_
Caldwell Bus Co. coaches will
leave Caldwell weekdays at 6:45
am from the Bob Nichols 011 Co.
parking lot, 2309 Franklin Road,
and will depart, at 7:05 from the

Italian ...American ase:
ourt Says No Bakke
,
Phillip Dileo
is not black,
'f\lexican-Americail or American
Indian.
I-Ie is a' 'culturally deprived'
Italian-American, however, and he
wants to get Into the LkIlversity of
Colorado law school. I-Ie applied
twice under the school's special

Wines

of

..--~-~~

Texaco. Parking tot at Franklin
Road and the Interstate 80 interchange, Narnpa., ArrIval time at
Boise State Is 7:30·am.
Those buses will leave BSU at 5
prn, returning to Nampa at 5:40'
pm and Caldwell at 6 pm.
Mmday through Thursday evenIngs, the buses will leave Caldwell
at 6 pm and Nampa at 6:15,
returning from the Boise State
campus at 9:55.
Information about the CaldwellNampa day routes is available at
359-6612. Niaht route information
is available hum the BSU Office of

admissions p."'Cgram,was relected
heard last year. Allan Bakke sued
not review OLeo's case Indicates
'both times, and then sued UC the University of Callfomla-D1vis . the Justices aqreed with .the
because the program was 'orscrtM:ldicaISchool, claiming he was findlngs,of two federal courts and
minatory.'
denied admission because special the Colorado Supreme Court: that
Last week, the U.S. Supreme .admlssion minority students had DiLeo had failed to establish he
Court refused to hear Dileo's
been unfairly awarded all the seats was Injured by the existence of the
case, which shares many elein the entering class.
minority adrnisslons program.
ments of the Bakke 'reverse dlscriBut while the court ruled in favor
The most decisive factor in the
mination' case the Supreme Court
of Bakke last June, its decision to
Colorado
the
fact that,court's
unlikerejection
Bakke,was
OLeo
wouldn't have quaiiiieci tor admission to the -law school in the
absence of the special admission
program.
DiLeo maintained it was unconstitutional for the special admissions guidelines to only consider

Beers

of

..the
World

World

Continuing Education at 385-3293.
The Bnmett Valley Stages commuter bus leaves 8nmett at 6:50
am, Eagle at 7:15, and arrives at
BSU at 7:50. Leaving Boise State
at 5 prn, that bus returns to ,Eagle
at 5:35 pm and Emmett at 6.
For those students who live In
the city, Boise UbanStages, now
offering monthly bus passes, may
be contacted at 336-1010.
Students interested in carpooling, vanpooling, and suburban
.park and ride commuting may call
the Boise Carpool office at

345-7665.

blacks; M3xican-Americans, and
American Indians as those 'who
hays not had adequate education
and cultural opportunitiesaitallable to them and which are
seriously underrepresented in the
legal profession.'
.
In court, his lawyers emphasized
that DiLeo had boon raised in an
economically, socially and culturally disadvantaged environment. GroWing up In New York '
City's Little ltaly, DiLeo's family
was supported by his father, who
worked as a $5O-a-week janitor.
His parents spoke only broken
English.
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Changing ·.fDozo' to Boise:·
A. 6collectlve responsibility

OUTRIDER

r

by Garry Wills.

Wllcome to Boise State Ullverslty. ,Wlether this Is your first year
here or you are back for another round In' the process of becoming
the rennalsanceperson, complete with all attributes attributed to an
educated person, thousands of opportunities await you.

Cart~r Rex:
A Tragedy in One Act

Not always affectionately call~"Bozo State" and often accusedof
being a conglomerate of Individuals by chance,Inhabiting the same
geographical area, Boise State Ulilltlrslty, through Its officials, is
showing some amazing progress toward changing -both of these
negative Images.
.

carter's presidencyis ta!<lngon a
classtcal tragedy's inevitable sym-

metries of failure. It was news,
some months ago, when a
speechwriter left the administration calling Carter unpresldentlal.
Now Carter'sold friend Griffin sell
does the, same ttrlng. It Is no
lohgeraquestlondf rats leavinga
sinking ship. The first mate, too,
Is scurrying.
The bureaucracy has sprung
those dangerous leaks that gave
us, earlier, Nixon's tax records-asure sign that one has nothing to
fear from a crawling ruler. And
now the area of greatest achievement-the Mddle East-has become a littered field of broken
faith and bickering.
Wly did Andrew Young have to
go? Becausehe lied? So did Bert
Lanca-wno was loyally supported
to the end. Young told a diplomatic cover story to protect a
justifiable Interview. Lance was
just trying to protect his purse.
. I call Young's Interview justifiable. VIAlysend an ambassadorto
the U.N. and tell him not to talk
with accredited U. N. participants?
Perhapswe send ambassadorsto
the U:N. only to be the vtctlms of

President John Keiser, In his speech to the faculty late this August
stressed the need, for collegiality.
Collegial, defined by one
dictionary, Is "charact zed by.the collective responslblllty shared
by each of the colleaj es."
\ In the matter of a unlf.'erslty, "colleaques'' is not limited to members
~f the staff or of the cJ dminlstrat/on nor of the student government. .
\I\l3 are all, in fact, col
ues In this processot becoming educated.
If that were not' so, yo would not be here. Learning can be a
singular experieilce,lSS 'WItnessed by one alone reading a book.
. " Ei:lucatlon,on the other hand, Involves understanding the process of
Interre/atlng, becoming the real reason for attending an university
rather than singularly reading great literature, or science manuals, or'
goo·physlcs charts.
Too often, though, we limit ourselves in our own education as we
opt to only read the assignments given us, or perhaps occasionally
speak out In class (and there are those of us who don't even take
advantageof these simple opportunities). The stark reality faced by
all too few students Is that education encompasses all facets of the
university experience. The so called "hidden curriculum," meaning
the way a course is taught, or the attitudes that govern campus life,
or the out-of-class opportunities made available or not to students..
far too often speaks of the creation of robots rather than of the
cultivation of thinking, Intellegentfy acting human being.
Wth all the changes now appearing on the BSU campus, as noted
throughout this first edition of the Arbiter, there are more than ample
opportunities for students to Involve themselves, that Is to say,
educate themselves.
The most vulnerable time of existence, we are told, ls-dUring the
course of change, when the'orqanlsm is in mld-strtde scfto speak; let
us, as students, sel~n this current vulnerability to incorporate the
kinds of changes we think Important to our educational process into
the organism called BSU.
Flood the ASB, the BSU administration, the student newspaper,
anywhereyou canfind a space, &express your opinions and ideas.
Students have the most to gain by taking President Keiser at his
word and snow ''19 that we take seriously our responsibility as
collegues in our own educational process.
S,T.

~

A Closer look

A CLOSER LOOK ..
at what's in a name. In "Faculty Wves and V\bmen," the standard is
obviously faculty with wives as possessions and women as other
leaving only men in the category of faculty. Is that really true?
'
P.S. In all faimess, shouldn't there also be a Faculty f-l'nisbandsand
f'kn group?
'.
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THE UNiVERSITY ARBITER Is, published weekly by the 8olso Stale UnlVeralty
. CGrnmunltyNews Service throughout the regular academic year except during finals ~i
weeks and holldeys by atuder1tsol80lso Slate Unlveralty, Officesarelcealed on the 2nd
I/oor 01the SUB, lII1dolll,cehOUI1lare 8:00a,m.to 5:00 p.m., Mondays through Fr,ldSYS'
. Phone (208)385-1464. Articles lII1dadvertlalng are solicited lor the publication with the
editors reserving the right to edit att material lor relevancy, libel, and tllSle, Oplnlona
"expressed InTHE UNIVERSITYARBITI!Rare not neceil8arllythose of the alsll or 01the
.edmlnlstratlon 01.80100 Stalll U~lveralty.:
,
_

I

THE UNIVERSITY ARBITER subsCribes tn College Press Service. Pacific
service;· and Universal ~
Syndicate..
-

News

THE UNIVERSITYARBITER will aooept letters to the Odltor until 5:00 p.m. Fridays
prior to the following Wednesday's publication. All letters become the property 01THE
AIlBIT£R. Letters mUll be typed, doublfHPllCed, signed In Ink by the author, and
Includlt'the author's phone number 8Ild"lIddr8llll lor verll/catlon, Namea may be
wltlihtlld upon reqUOll at the editor'. ·dlllC(etlan.
Lettera will be edlled lor sPelling, grllll1lnar, clarity 8Ild oonclaenesa. To allow space
. lor .. man)' letters .. poalble. letters should be limited to 200 words. All pointe In
Iottera will be lllIatned, but fettera may be edited lor brevfly,'
THE AIlStTER_the
right to not run ony letter.
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diplomatic cover stories-like Mlal Stevenson, ,ordered to deny
American inwlvement In the Bay
of Pigs Invasion. I don't recall
cries for John Kennedy!gresignation at that point.
Wls Young a political embarrassment? No more than his
dismissal has become.Those who
wanted Young's head earlier will
not be appeased by this late
offering. ~y
of those who
_wantedhi to stay will take.this
as the last traw breaking their
trust 'In carter. It was Young who
stuck by Carter when he committed his ethnic purity gaff.
Wls Young hurting the' peace
process In the Mddle East?
Hardly. His dismissal freezes the
administration in the Idiotic view
. thst the PLO will go away If we
just snub It-a thing that did not
work with China and will not work
with the PLO. Henry Kissinger, as
ssoretary of State, made a foolish
commitment when he Jet another
country tell us whom we car, talk
With, even Informally. Young was
dismissed for telling the truthwhich many in the State ~partment wereaching to do. Now they
cannot do It for a long time.

I

.

'
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Wlydld
Carter have to treat
Young, an ardent if hasty public
. servant, more harshly than Lance
a scrambler after private gain?
This Is where we find the Greek
tragedy's ironic pattern, LanCB
,was dragged away from Vlhshlngton before Carter staged his little
tyrant's show of toughness, He
thought firing everyone In sight
would convince the country he
was In charge of things, He
demanded
heads-Califano's
Marns', Blumenthal's. Throw i~
the resigning Bell's to make a
better rattle In the basket at the
gUillotine.
.'
So everyone in the administration Was ordered to tiptoe about,
aqulverwlth loyalty, parroting the
;lin~: In mid-strut of this act, how
, could' Carter draw back from a
case that' fits the norms for
dismissal better than Califano's
actions had, or Blumenthal's?
Andrew Young never teamed to
move on tiptoes. That was the
wrong approach to Southem sheriffs in his campaign with ~n
Luther King.
The story Is an old one. A proud
king confidently swears to kill an
unknown offender, then finds that
the unknown man Is his best
friend, one Who ear1lersaved the
king's own life. Now the friend
must die, a sacrifice to kingly ;f
mot. The king weeps, and kills,
and guarantees his 0\:\'11 downfall.
Carter has been tripping, all
along, the Instruments of his own
doom. One by one the pieces of
the trap fall Into place, and his
Fates are gathering to escort him
down.

Power

The Costly Future'of
Something has to replace the'
nukes: the world reserves of
uranium ore are not much more
plentifUl than 011 reservesand may
be exhausted, by the end of the
century. So the energy bureaucracy and the scientists havebeen
busy for sometime trying to figure
out future energyoptions. Among
all the possibilities" the .most
exciting has been fusion - power,
the energy source that fuels the
sun.
If you heat hydrogen'atoms to a
temperature of 100 million degrees Celsius (not an easy task),
they clump together to make
helium atoms, emitting a neutron
as they do so. The neutrons that
are emitted can be absorbed by
surrounding materials and tumed
into heat. The heat can be usedto
make stearn, which can then spin
a turbine to make electricity.
That's what they have been
working on.
VIAlat makes it
attractive is that the' energy
released from the fusion reaction
is extremely intense; If only one
percent of the worid's deuterium
(a kind of hydrogen used for this)
were ex!raeted from the sea, the
power It could produce would
keep the light bUlbs u!Jmlng for a
million years. ~uterium represents an Inex~ustlble
fuel
. supply.
11 :,
. The reports I read:that aftemoon
described some of the engineering
features of a fusion reactor as it
) might be built 20 y~.from now.
There was a draWingof one Inside
a large square bUilding, [»wn at
the bottom wera some little
:.' specks, which I thought was dirt
, from the copyingfm.lChlne.
It
tumed out that theYI:apresented
people. The bulldlng;was bigger
than the !-busto.n A'>trodome.
Inside the bUilding was the kind
of fusion reactorcalle<ta~okclmak.
It looks !!~G & giant 'doughnutabout 150 feet tali-with magnetic
colis wrapped aroun.d it. The
magnets· haw to ~be,cooled to
almost 300 degreesC.be/ow zero,
otherwise they, would use too
much power.
Getting a little compUcated; Isn't

II,'

~-,

it? But it gets worse. The fifteen thousand tons of .It. - You
neutrons tend to create all kinds may remember from high school
of problems:. they make steel that sodium in the presence of
blistered and porous, and they water bums explosilltlly to make
makethe chamber walls so inten- iye. We begin to have'a scenario
sely radioactive, nobody can get here: a water pipe breaks and
near them. -The. tokamak Is ignition follows, resulting in a
designed to disassemble Itself vast fire ofsodium.andlithlum. A
Into "smaIlElf" (3,500. ton) pi8<:'es lithium fire is Virtually Impossible
which haveWheelson the bottom.'
to extinguish ...Ebwn'!VlndIt co.uld
The sections then drive them. conceivably rainradloact!ye lye for
selves up to a m~e
that can hundreds of miles.
cut of the seY3ralhunared tons of
If ·this. fusion power p!ant. had
radioactilltl steel and weld on a - been a hybrid. reactor,the hyponew chamber waiL! All' on your thetlcal disaster: would be worse.
electric bill!
-.
The fire would'spew the radloPerhaps thefnQst frightening
active plutonium or uranium
part of the whole thing /nwlves
ins/de the hybrid all. over the
the PtlanThtoelltract heat flVm the countryside. .' .' ','"
mac or. e wall~ of ,the tokamak ,:' It nlaY Il{)t be too..~o'()rto ask
will be cooled with molten somequestlofls
about.."fuslon
lI~hlum,a caustic and highly toxic
power•. Ql we really needlt?.Arld
metal. Bombarded by neUtrons
what about those: tens,(jfThousome of the lithium will tum .int~ ands of tons of radioactive lye?
radioactivetritium, qulie it iot afit •.,.After all, we 8l1:l the ones who will
In fact: about a milliontlmes the be paylngforlt~ Dearly.
amount of radloootive gas that
was vented at Three Mle Island~ _. ;
, Johft Harris ' ,
The lithium .wlll In tum transfer
. ..... >.:',
It!! heat to molten sodiu'noL-~~ut (ReprInted
wtth.pennla8lon from'M::!I«
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muter firms (I.e. Is the service
satisfactory or unsatisfactory?
Is
the dally cost reasonable or
reprehensive?)
,
On a different note, September Is
the month for filling
Student
Government qasitions.
Students
interested In .influencing
their
educational
envlmrnent· should
come to the 'ASS office on the
second floor of tne SUB and fill
out an application. The screening
process Is very simple and mostly
painless.
Just to list a few of the openings
available-Health
and Sciences
Senator, Education Senator, Pu~
IIc Relations positions,
tenure
committees, Public Affairs committee, student policy committee.
Corne to the second floor of the
SUB to learn about all the
openings.
Sincerely,

Last spring the ASB was made
etc., can be obtained at the
aware that, because of rising
information booth in the Student
gasoline prices, a commuter serLklion Building (SUB).
.
vice program needed to be estabAlso, students will find a ''transIished to help relieve the added
portatlon board" on the wall
,flnancla\.
burden placed upon
adjacent to the Information booth.
commutlnq BSU students.
ON this boaro will be index cards
The ASB's first aspiration was to' with the names of students Interpurchase three or four large vans
ested In sharing rides and the
and. begin· generating revenue to
pertinent Information needed to
feed an emaciating budget; afterfacIHtate
the coordination
of
some research, howaver, that
rides.
strategy was scuttled In favor of a
If promoting the use of existing'
more pragmatic plan,
. commuter SeMces and If proSince so many commuter service
vldlng a transportation
board
companies already cover the area
proves to be Inadequate In rewhere the bulk of commuting BSU
solvlrig the commuting. problems
students are located, the seem-: for BSU students, the ASB may
Ingly more prudent move would be
find It necessary to emulate the
to publicize and encourage BSU
efforts of Idaho State Lkllverslty
students to utilize these existing
amI establish Its own fleet of vans
services. This Is the tactic -tlu;...., and drivers. Indeed, that concept
ASB finally decided to employ.
may yet become a reality.
..
Infoonation regarding numbers to
The ASB will need Input form
call to find out specific routes,
commuting students on the 'perdeparture and arrival points, cost,
formance of the eXlstln~ com-

I

MkeCramer

.\
,

Prooldent
Vlce-Prooldent
Treasurer

A total of $17.00 per semester of
your registration fees goes to the
Pssoclated Student Body of Boise
State Lkllverslty (ASBSU). !n an
effort to make all students of ~U
conscl~tlouS
consumers, the
ARBlli R presents below a listing
"dtthe
op ASBSU officials and the
telephone numbers where thye
can be reached or where messages can be left for them. The
ASBSU Offices are on the second
floor of the student Lkllon BuildIng.

Mlke Crame~

I

Gus Gustaveson
Vlckl Childs

(385-1440 or ~1547)

==
=
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SOOalors

(by SChool)
Arts & SCIences •••• Bellnda Dllvls
David Huntington

Beth Somerton-Young
MaryLoiJ Virgil

.
.•

.

Buslnoos

Edueatlon

r

NoaJ Wlloon
Malcolm

HoaJth SCiences .... Annie
Vocational-

Technical

==

I

,
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Kermlt Jackson
Kon Worloy

i

J~m Bums

Lance ChristiJlnl5lln
Randy Jones
Stove Marcum
Lynn PetertlOn
D6borllh Clspp

rl

doctors and lawyers, but not to be
Intelligent consumers who consider, for example, the dangerous
additives In foods or the effects of
,pervasive
advertising
on our
habits. \IVa do not look at a car
andsee the cost of wasteful style
changes that are Introduced each
year. \ilia are trained to accept,
without protest or even recognition, abarragEi of cqstly corporate
nonsense.
Wlen NSder'talks to students he
challenges them to a process of
PJ. tne community college Nader
more realistic self.ooucatlon.
He
I I heard Nader speak twice In one. spoke. more generally about conasks them to look carefully at the
day recentlY bothtl~,
at educasumet1sm. He emphasized whls. Instruction they are reCeiving and
tlonallnstltutlons.
Instead of
t1o-.blo'wlng, the practice In whlcl1
to 'change andaxpand
It.
He
being bored with him and feeling .an employee speaks up· against '.
.suggests that the academic work
cynical •. 1 carne away with Inthe bad practices:or pro~ucts 'Of
of all 'students can take a practical
creased respect for Nader and his
his or her,own company, 'because
tum •. that It ~
look Into queswork.
I see him more as an
many st~ts
In thataudlencEi
tions of public I'IeaIth and safely,
educator now than I have'ln the
will go onto Jobs In which they:
go\lllmmental resPonSibility, and
past.
will see abusas. He. also talked
corporate '.exploltatlcm,
. It em
abovt, 1:J1s. usi,JaJtoplcs:
false:
contribute to public, life as well as
advertising, dangerous products,
. Nader vias speal<ing at twa vary. Ineffective regulatory . aQenciEis;' . to UUiedUcaiion of ttu:llndlvldual •
different schoOls: a community
the pervasive InflUElhCe of corpocollege and slaw scOOpl. The.. rate wealth.
.
Nader. ·and his, co-workers. have
details of his talks were quite
",
been at this for some time MW.
different.
PJ. the law school he
There" was a deeper educational
, His 'organization; ',Public - CItizen, .
spoke of hls'o'wnexpetlence as a - thernelriNsder'S·t8lks,.H1s
\)OInt'
..has, coHEldted'ldeas arid material
'.Iaw student. He was funny and' . Was' that schools PrePare .people
..fo~ ~hls sort, of. edUcation on' a {
relaxed speaking to. students
for some of their' roles In life,
greatvarletyofls!3ues.
If you are
whose educational labors he knew ' especially, the role of prodUCer'
Interested
In
doln~
work
along
very well. His 'purpose was to
They do not. however, offer ade-,
these '.lInes,' write· to them 'at
make a stroQg pitch forhls new'
qualepreparatlon
for the rolell"of '.
Equal JlistlceFoundatlon'.
He Is Intelligent consClmer and citizen. ' ~bllc CItizen, .Box 19404, V\9shIngtO?" D.C. 20036.
asking third year law students to
W3 are prepared to be ~rkers,
It is fashionable to be down on
Ralph Nader.
He Isn't cool or
laid-back.
He Is stridently moralistic.
He seems to be able to'
find things wrong everyplace, and
this gets Irritating after a while.
Nader steps on everyone's toes,
and he does It with glee. "Isn't
anything ok," one Is tempted to
shout. And Nader Is simply old
hat. It teels like he's been arollnd
forever.

pledge one percent of thelrsalaries to the Equal Justice Foundation, which will work for structural
changes In the legal protesslon.
Starting with his description of.
legal ed\ICatlon,Nader
drew a
persuasive picture of, a legal
system domonated by corporate
wealth and power.
His new
organization Is intended to fight
that built-In bias of the s~~::m
and profession.
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Divcinioalkhc wholesome
fj~h fillets ~, am eat, All the crispy
fries. All the hot. h...."'lfi'{ clam choivUCT.
And all the coleslaw
.
.

·It
all adds lip to a rcal nd fOf '
one very affiJrdlble J1!ice: A tn."TC
$2.99 fur adt.dts. ($1.89 ror kids 12 . ,
and under ~ gro.vn

lJ[lS

65 and over.) .

'It's tOr peg!lewho hlmger after
value. Lotsofjt. ~
Tl~ at
Skipper's Seafood 'n O1owder House.

.Tuesdays,AUYouCmEat.
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TestDates
Announced
I
I
7~

I
III

Overland Park Shopping Center

II

Students completing teacher
Prospective registraints should
. f
d advan

of new teachers and used by"
several states for the credentialling of teachers or licensing' of

which they seek emp!oyment,
their colleges, or appropnate educational association for advice

speclfi~
. eg
N . al
y
'lifleldshma
t~(:t1 ~seon ~oynOf
eac er Exam no.
three different tes.t dates. In
1979-80. The Educational Testing
Service stated today that the tests
will be given November 10, 19~,
February 16, 1980, and July 1,
1980, ~t test c.enters throughout
the U'llted statee. .
Res~lts ~f the Natlon~1 Teacher
Examllnatlonshare dClotn~ldtered
by
many argesc 00. l s nc s as ~ne

advanced ~didat~.
, Some <:01leges require all seniors prepanng

about which examinations to take
and when to take them.
The 'Bulletin of Information' containsa list of test centers and
general Information about the
examinations as well asa registration form.'
Copies may be
obtained from college placement
officers school personnel departments, 'or directly from National
Teacher Examinations Box 911
Educational
Testing'
Service:
Princeton, New Jersey 08541.
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4
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a'n'y'of our 'entl'ra
stock, of Sweaters
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GoodThrough'Sept 8, 1979
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'of several factors

In

to teach to take the examinations.
On each full day of testing,
registrants may take the Common
Examinations, which measure
their professional preparation and
general educational background
and/or an Area Examination that
measures their mastery of the
subject they expect to teach.
Prospective registrants sh0w,d
contact the school systems In

the selection
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~AUnique Tavern
, & Coffee House
with

: JAZZ,BY CARAVAN

WED 9 5 - Thur 9 6

GRAND RE-OPENING WEEi<
MON 9 10 - SUN9 16
SPECIAL HAPPY HR'S 'All DAYS

t

soe Lt. & Ok.

Draft

1.40 PITCHERS 4 to 7

Mon Womens Nt.

I.

1.25 Pitchers to Women 7 to 11

\

I

"

DELLY DANC~NG(, SANDY on Gu'tQrr
Wed Nt. JAZl by CARAVAMIJ.·Or~S

W

AI
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TOP Entctttainment lhut ..Sun
This coming Saturday, September 8th, a workshop for women
students age 25 and older; will be
held in the Nez Perce Room at the
Student Lklion Building, Boise
State University, from 9:00 a.m,
to 1:oop.m.
The workshop is sponsored by
the Communication Department at
B.S.U. under the direction 0.1 D,
Ben Parker. Co-sponsors of the
workshop are lX. R.ichard Bullington, Executive Vice President, and
lX. Wlliam Keppler, D3an of the
School of Arts & Sciences.

-

...

Guest speaxers will be lX. f'vbx
~Iao from the Counseling and
TestlOlg Center and lX. Patricia
Dnman, Sociologist at the Uliversity. The speakers will discuss

WEEKDAYS AT
7:3D & 9:30

For

omen

ver 25

those Issuesthey Dave discovered wesxness, role-changing effects
to be of importance to mature related to families, concems of
women students, durtnq their the
single parent and/or the
many years at Boise State. Ds,
divorced woman, and orientation
Callao and Dlrman will' also field
to the college experience.
questions and comments from the
Subsequent actlvltles, including
workshop participants.
a comprehensive survey on earnAlso present to conduct and pus, are pianned in the future to
process group activities will be lX.
explore" Issues important to the
Suzzanne N'cCorkle and 0-. Ben ' approximately 2000 mature woParker from the Communication
men students at B.S.U.
Dspartrnent., The group activities
There will be no charge for the
allow a forum for women to cite
workshop and, all women stuspecific issues of personal condents 25' years and older are
cem.
.
invited. As space is limited, it is
Some of the topics to be covered advisable to contact.the workshop
in the workshop include: evalucoordinator tv'ercedes M;Carter,
ating volunteer and work expert336-7518 aher1:3O p.m. daily,
ences as they relate to a field of
prior to the event. Refreshments
stu~y, establishing good study
will be provided.
habits and identifying areas of

MOmI1HI
~
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WEEKDAYS AT 7:45&10:00

WEEJ(DAYS AT 7:15&

8".45

Broadway Ave.

Just 2 blocks from Bronco Stadium
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DON'T PAY MORE For The New' $8.98· list lP's and Tapes
ODYSSEY'S ONE PRICE· FITS All. BUDGETS
DAVID LOGGINS
including:
If I Had MyWish Touight
pieces Of AprlliSlones (Dig A little Ceeper)Tho Fool In Me'Mv Drcl1mlow,

Choose Any 3 Single lP's in 'St~ck Just
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In 1971, a group calling itself
the Citizens' Commission To
Investigate The FBI raided the
Federal Bureau of Investigation's
office in M3dia, Pennsylvania.
Among the flies gamered In the
raid was a detailed description of
bureau activities against 'Student
Agitation (STAG) and 'Antiwar
Activities (VIDEM).' One memo
instructed agents to subscribe to
every college newspaper In the
state, and havethe papers sent to
a 'blind' post office box in
Philadelphia. .
At the time, no one knew the
M3dla raiders had stumbled
across the first evidence of .the
FBI's Cointelpro operations. Cointelpro-or Counterintelligence
,Program-was FBI Ilrector J.
Erlgar I-t:lover's 15-year Illegal
campaign to harrass and dElStl'QY
leftist groups in the U.S. A key
part of the program was the
witting and unwittlnfj use ot me
media, Including the college
press.
As the result of Freedom -ot
Information Act lawsuits and the
M3dia flies, it is now possible to
document that the Fbi did far
more that just subscribe to college papers:
It Is likely that every college
newspaper In the country was
monitored by the FBI.
The
bureau, In any case, did send
many college newspapers anonymous letters designed to cause
friction between political groups.
It also sent clippings of college
press articles to politicians,
parents, and school officials to
causetrouble for leftists. The FBI
wrote articles, and distributed
them to college newspapers,
'along with reprints from publications. In at least three cases the
FBI printed Its,own college publications. . College newspapers
deemed 'radical' or 'subversive' by
the FBI were thoroughly investiqated, and In some cases, attempts were made to disrupt the
newspaper and cut off. funding
thmugh fees and advertising
revenue.
The FBI, It seems, monitored
campus newspapers to watch for
campus appearances by progressive speakers. Wlen the FBI read
of such an engagement, it would
often Institute a Colntelpro operation to prevent or disrupt the
speech. Such was the case in
1964 when a Los Angeles agent'
notified Hoover that:
'The 5/1/64 Issue of 'College
l1mes,' the publication of Call- '
tornla State College at Los
Angeles, on pageone contains an '
article Indicating that the officials
of California State College have
approvedarequest by fwo student
groups, tile Student Peace'Union
and the United Campus Christian
FeiloWB,.ip, "to have Qlrothy
Healey speak on 5120/64 on the
campus on .the subject, 'A Communist Views Disarmament'." The
FBI memo proposes.a cointeloro
operation to ask an 'extremely
cooperative' journalist at a local
lViltatlon to denounce the sched- uled speech 'in an effort to expose
the fact that prominent self-admit" ted communist leaders are speaking on college campuses and thus
extending their Inftuence to the
youthof the country .. .'
.
I
Wlen Illinois Black Panther Party
chairman Fred Hampton .spoke at
illinois State University, the FBI
suggested that 'unfawrable press
coverage' In the campus newspaper, Vidette, be used to create ,
problems for the' Panthers In'
securing future speaking engagements.
.
The technique of, circulating
campus press clippings ,Was a
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standard part of Colntelpro. One tlnuedi
typical memo to field agents
This article as a counterintelsugg~ted sending student news- Iigenge measurevividly shows the
paperarticles showing the 'depra- majority of black students and
vity'of the New I,.eft to university black leaders do not trust the
officials, donors, legislators, and Black Panther Party (BPP).
parents. 'Mlcles showing advoThearticle, if given wide distribucation of the use of narcotics and tion, represents an excellent pofree sex are Ideal,' said the memo. tential for eroding support 'and
A more ambitious use of college sympathy for the BPP In black.
press clippings occured In 1971 communities, particularly among
after an article critical of the students. This measure could
Black Pather Party appeared In disrupt BPP recruiting,' particuThe Hilltop,' the student paper at
larly in the soutnem regions,
predominantly-black I-t:lward Lkllwhere BPPis attempting to estabverslty In \f\Bshlngton, D.C. " J.
lish
new chapters on black
Erlgar I'-k:loversent hundreds of
campuses.
copies of the article to 21 FBI
Wlen the FBI cQuldn'tflnd
offices .nationwide ordering the
articles it liked for its counteragents to 'make anonymous mail- . intelligence program, it simply
Ings to selected newspapers, wrote Its own.
The Bureau
black organizations.' I-bover con- CONTINUED
TO PAGE 1l.!
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HPMakes professional calculatorsstudents concttord
Now when you think "professional calculator;"
.think "affordable:' Specifically, think HewlettPackard Series E-a full line of professsional
scientific and business calculators designed for a
student's needs and budget.
Easy for study. All Series E calculators feature a large, bright LED display with Commas to
separate thousands,
Self checking. Built-in diagnostic systems help
: you catch and correct errors. Saves time and worry. ,
Extra accuracy. New, improved algorithms
giveyou more precise and complete answers-for
greater confidence.
,
Extra features. Low battery warning light.
Rechargeable batteries. Positive click keys.
, For science and engineering students:
The,HP-31E Scientific. $50~
The HP~32EAdvanced Scientific with Statistics. $70~
The HP-33E Programmable Scientific. $90~
.

'

"'Suggcste~

.',

retail pric~ excl'uding

t

applicable

For business and finance students:
The HP-37E Business Management. $75~ ,
The Hpc38E Advanced Financial with ProgrammabiIity.$120~
O.K. Looks like;you can afford a professional
calculator. But why do you need one? Glad you
asked. The answer is in our booklet, "A buyer's
guide to HP professional calculators" ft's loaded
with tips on buying the Series E calculator that's
right for you. For your copy, stop by your nearest
HP dealer. For the address, CALL TOLL-FREE,
800-648-47lr except from Alaska or Hawaii. In
Nevada, call 800-992-5710.
\
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. HEWLETr

PACKARD
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Dept. 6MK,1000

state and local taxes -ContincntalU.S.A

N.E. CirCle Blvd.., Conra.lUs.OR 97830 •
.. Alaska

1,1ndllawaii.
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anonymously wrote many articles
during Colntelpro, some of which
were sent to campus.newspapers.
One such article was an attempt to
prove that the Panther free breakfast program for children was a
fraud. That article, along with
several others critical of the
" Panthers, was sent to. the Tempo
and Chicago State Ullverslty, The
Toren at HoOSeVeltUnJY!3.rn~ty
and
the .AJethlaat D9 Paul Ullverslty.
The FBI also sent fictitious
lettere-to-the-edltor to campus
newspapers. In 1971, the chicago
tifficesent a letter attacking the
high-living style of Panther leader
Huey Newton to 'student publications .at local colleges.' The FBI
figured 'the receipt of such material by those engaged In student
publications should at least cause
a re-evaluation as to whether or
not such persons should support
Black Panther Party-solutions to
today's problems.'
If the letter. was actually published, the FBI hoped It would
'further serve to encourage disillusionment on the part of the
Black Panther Party supporters as
to the competency of Huey
Newton .. .' ,
A series of FBI-authored letters
signed with a.tlctltlous name were
printed In the D:lily Texan at the
Ullverslty of Texas. The letters
attacked' SOO and the American
Civil Liberties Ulion.
W1en students at HarVard, Radcliffe, and MT circulated petitions
protesting anti-Semitism In the
Soviet Ulion, the FBI lent a
helping hand.
/is a counterintelligence action
to cause disruption in the local

Communist Party organization,'
the Boston FBI sent an 'anonymous copy' of the New Leader and
several other magazine articles on
the topic to the Harvard Crimson
and tha MT Tech.
The Crimson later ran a story
. headlined 'Petition Raps Soviet
Anti-Semitism' and editorialized
on the subject. The Boston FBI
claimed the article was due In part
to Its mailing the author the New
Leader reprint. when The Tech ran
an editorial on the petition drive,
the FBI noted It had sent the
reprint to theeditoriai staff of the
MT newspaper 'in an effort to
create such an editorial.'
In the late Sixties and early,
seventies, however, many campus publlcatlons reflecteda radical ideology, and It became Increasingly difficult for the FBI to
insert Its political line into the
pages of student newSpapers. In'
'some cases the FBI targeted
campus newspapers as part of its .
counterintelligence
operations
against the New Left.
The Dstmlt FBI office, for
Instance, sent anonymous letters
critlcii!ng
the State News at
Mchlgan State UniVersity to six of
the newspaper's advertisers. Enclosed with the' letter was a
photocopy of an article from the
State News 'containing vulgar
language,' according to an FBI
memo. The D9trolt Free Press has
also reported that the FBI sent a
series. of phony letters to Mlchl-"
gan State senator Robert J: Huber
and other officials In 1968, In an
attempt to cut off funding for the
South End, the student newspaper
at \!\Byne State Ullverslty. M. the
time, both papers were considered
radical.

The plan we want you to oonsldei' Is The New 321 plan deslqned with you In mind.
.
THE NEW 321: A meal plan that has beentested fo rnany years on campuses just like Boise State.
Essentially, It offers the ultimate In flexible dining.
Eat as often as you like, where you like, when you like
Bring friends' to meals .
.
100% useable for anything from a coke to a steak dinner
Buy food to take with you Into the mountains
It hasnc limits short of what you pay for It. This plan Is for you.

R

H

Coupons are good in the resident hall dining program:
Breakfast
one coupon
Lunch
two coupons
Dinner
three coupons
Steak Dinner
four coupons
• Coupons are like cash In tlie snack bar:
.
Each coupon has a cash equivalent of $0.97 on any of the many Items offered In the snack bar

I

L

I

,

Dur 321 C@UjpDn Praqram
5~v",~"au Maney
The more you eat, the more you save. That's
the truth. If you are a hungry eater, the 321
coupon program is for you. And everytirne you
dine with us, th: high cost of food glides right by,
and you glide nght out, appetite satisfied at no
more cost to you!
Sound like a good deal? We'll be happy to
explain this new and exciting food program ...
or soli you onel Just stop by the food service
~~~~~
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The BSUSpeech and Debate Squad Is looking for new members .
... Indivlduallzed speaking training
... Pald travel expenses
... Local performance opporrunltles
...Travel throughout the Northwest
... BSUcredit available
... An opportunity for:
personol achievement
communication skill training
learning by "doing"
BEACTIVE: Opt for Communlc.atlonActlvltles
Orqcnlzotloncl Meeting: Tuesday, September 4 and September 11
In LA105 cit 3:30
.
'~

. For further Information contact
Dr. Suzanne McCorkle
Room 217 Administration Building
Phone 385·1927
"
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.Computor SCholarship
Intematlqnal
Computer Pro.grams, Inc., the oldest and largest
publisher for theinfonnation processing industry, has announced
the second annuallCP Scholarship.
The scholarship, to be
awarded for the 1980-81' school
year, is designed to be an Investment in the future of the infonnation processing lndustrv.
.To qualify for the rcp Scholarship, applicants must be enrolled
in a computer science or computer
technology program as either a
sophrnore or a junior. '
The
scholarship will consist of one- .
year's tuition plus education expenses up to a maximum of
$5;000.00 at the Ullted State
college or university of the winner's choice.

..'

The ICP'Scholarshlp Committee,'
made up of highly qualified men
and women In the Infonnatlon
processing industry, will base
their selection on: the student's
accumulative grade point average
In his or her field or study, and
overall grade point average; need
for financial aid; participation in

a a

aq

..

.

:_-- ..'---

_.~-

to Be;" Awarded

data processing-related activities;
school activities and leadership
roles: DP-related and non DPrelated accomplishments and awards.
The final test for the ICP Scholarship finalists will be an essay.
- The second ICP Scholarship
winner will be announced at next
year's Millon [hllar Awards Cere-
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tion, contact carol Stumpf at ICP.
Mt>.IL
APPLICATIONS
TO:
Carol Stumpf
Corporate Communications Ass t
INTERNATIONAL COtvPUTER.
PROGRAMS, INC.
I
9000 Keystone ,Grossing
Indianapolis, Indiana 462'!O
(317) 844-7461(800)
428-2329

GUilty! You lose! TUfO w~

in da 6tfam btJJnels an'a vox
on.."r yade poin'civer;g!

110111 ,does you plead, w1'6tdt ~ lind this bOzo chasned
bhedoo~!

.-

UNIVERSITY

mony, which is to be held in New
Orleans.
Applications will. be available
through the data processing and
financial aids departments of all
Ulited States colleges and universities.
The deadline for filing
scholarship applications is October 15, 1979. For further informa-

----.

1!SEfORE THE ))lSCIPLINE COMMITTEI:
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Schools Get Tougher On Cqmpus Porn
03splte a law enforcement trend
. toward allowing campus' showIngs- of x-ratedfHms
to go
.' unchallenged over the last several
years, three schools have, out of
fear of legal reprisals, Imposed
policies
effectively
banning
"pornographic" movies.
The Ullversity of Alabama, the
CW Post Center of Long Island
University, and Lehl{lh University

ij
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The student organization of
Christian fellowship. study, and
worship In the Eplscopaltradltlon.
Meets Wednesdays at SI. Paul
Catholic Student Genter, 1915
UnlversltyDrive. 7:00 p.rn. Eu·
charlst, 7:30 p.rn, Canterbury
Club meeling.
Special Event
Swim Parly Sepl. 9, 2 p.m., 1122
S. Phillippi followed by a Pizza
Party Sept. 9,4 p.rn, at the 51.
I Paul Catholic Student Center.
For further Instructions or transportatlon requests call Joe B. at
336-6565.

..

LOCAL CHURCH LEADERS:
Bishop King : 34~-4440
51. Michaels Cathedral
Very Rev. Jim Dwyer and
Rev. Bob Cross - 342-560~
All Saints Church, Rev. Elvin
Gallagher. 344-2537'
51. Stephens Church, Rev. Jim.
Davis and Rev. Mike Ma,honey375-3862
FacultyAdvlsor:
385-1613

'~..:.:

•. ,.c.

Herb' Rl.mne~

P'2i1t!il
OFFI~

Pu~U'
PROI'1U~!

OVEP.'..AND .,- LATAH - 343-5431
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on ell Stcedletmefchandise
with your DSUStudent ID

Purchases worth mQklngto~QY at you, ·Drafting .suppn~t.
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Late registration

bogln

Loto registration

for evening

BAA lunchoon,

SUB Ballroom,

Bocka!llnl

COUrBll3

only

11:45am

FIlm:

Julia Davis, l!!ellHlpm

"Smokey lU'Id the Bandit,"

Bpm speceenter

Asleep at tho WheoI: In concert, Miner's
ExchlU'lgo, Idaho City .-

Organlzatlon

Huralng worluIlwp,

FIlm: "Singing In the RIlln" (1952),3:30 & 7:30 pm, lOA Hall
(2 blocks east of Holiday Inn on Sunrise Rim)

Fair, SUB

Varsity bliBclJall tryoulB

11:45am,

ArbIter tst Issue

Unlvorslty

oiganlJ:aiJon

epen &lm-7pm

Felr, SUB

Boolaltoro open &lIn-7pm

Rob DuVall exhibit opens, thru OCt. 3

lum:hcon and film:

Bcclta!llnl

BookBttm:

SUB

Unlllllfllty G:lllory:
B~

O'lPnlztltlon

Felr, SUB

wllh full rolu

BookBtoro ,opoo llam-8pm

open llam-5pm

nIo

Art In tho Peril:

and drop-add porI

Last day to withdraw

Tbo Unlvonilty

ArbIter 2nd Issue

SUB Ballroom

cpcm 1lam-7pm

11"·····'
fi:
/,';

BclllO Gallery 01 Art:
FIlm:

Last day 01 Oriental rug exhibit

"The Fron't," 8pm Ballroom

FIlm: "A Night at tho Opera" (1935 Marx Brothers), 3:30 &
7:30 pm, lOA Hall (2 blks east of Holiday Inn on Sunrise Rim)

Late rcglStrlltlon

anda

Last day te mako progrom cl1llngGS wltl_t

Instructor',

BAA lunchoon lind films, 11:45 am SUB Ballroom

collllent

Somlnar:
"Tax Shelters:
1-4pm Bl05

The Good, the Bad and the Ugly"
'

Last day to withdraw with 75% rot
Tbo Unlvorslty

Chlnceo FRllldem Singon:.
Intmmuml

softball,

ArbIter 3rd Issue

8pm Speooenter

lo::!h311 end tonnls start

\

'"

Oldy Moldy Gol~:

colcklrlll

Bale, 10am-2pm

BAA luncheon and filma, 11:45am SUB Ballroom

Film: "Meet Me In St. louis," 3:30 & 7:30
pm, lOA Hall (2 blks east of Holiday Inn
on Sunrise Rim)

SUB

Oldy Moldy Goldlcs;

cold-drlll sale, 10am-2pm SUB

Oldy Moldy Goldlos:
Tbo Unlv~rslty

rS;::;;

cold-drllJ sail

Arbllor 4th Issue

S

M

AUGUST
T W T

5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

7
14
21
28

F

S

1
8
15
22
29

3
10
17
24
31

4
11
18
25

2
9
16
23
30

S

OCTOBER
'T W T

M

1

2
9
14 15 16
21 22 23
28 29 30

'-7 8

pgrlod beolns

Auditions:

refund (less $15)

Board of Educatlllll

3 4
1() 11
17 18
24 25
31

S

5 6
12 13
19 20
26'27

Film: "Smokey

and the Bandit,"

Coll-back auditions:

"What

BolIO Uttle n-tor:

.~

Football:

Ilo:>rd of education

Golf tournament

va. Long Beach State, 7:30 pm here

Art II! tho Pori<:

9am,

Julia Davis, team-spm

Boollstoro open llom-3pm

8pm Speccentcc

the Butler Saw,"

"Thurber

Sept. 16

.:~.:

.~
.'.

"Bronco Booator BMt Ball SCramblo:"
Municipal Park barbecue 5pm

meets In Idaho Falls

Orlentlll rug exhibit through

BoIse Gollery of Art:

Art In the Parl<:, Julia Davis, 12-8pm

"What the Butler Saw," 2pm & 7pm Subal Theatre

11)

,

II~i

If~, ~ 11:2"
..,..

F

carnival,"

Film: "Singing In the RaJn" (1952), Bpm, lOA Hall (2 blocke
east of Holiday Inn on Sunrise Rim)

2pm Subal

8:1,5pm

Worl<shop: for women students 25 years and older, presented
by Communications Dept. SUB Nez Perce Room, sam-rpm.
Space limited; caJl 33B-?51!! efter 1:30.
-

meets In Idaho Falls

BookDtoro open Bam-5pm

Dr. Horold Mucltmoro:

lecture,

Film: "Tho Front,"

7:30 pm, SCience 106

Idaho Publ!:: TIlIllIier: "Jacques Brei Is Alive and Well and
Uvlng In par~s," 7:30pm UP Depot

PolO Strudwfclc:
speecenter

Intramurel

Christian

JO

1lO1lball, footbalt and tennis rosters

due

lecture,

"Ci<>me Run

with

Me,"

Film:

8pm

SCIence lecture,

8pm Speccenter

_ IdclIo Public Thcator:

"Brei,"

Cal Stete-Fullerton,

at

"The Fro~t,"

X-country:

BookItoro open Bam-5pm, regular

Booltatore open Bam-7pm

Football:

Bpm Ballroom

8pm Ballroom

BSU vs, alumni

meet

High SCbcllI De!l:It, Worbhop,

hours rest of semester

Idaho Public TlW8ter: "Bnol,"

7:30pm UP Depot..

7:30pm

Speccenter
7:30pm UP Depot

Film: "A Night at the Opera" (1935 Marx Brothers), 8pm, lOA
Hall (2 bike east of Holiday Inn on Sunrise Rim)
.

119~
FllCIIlty Artlsf SCrl03:
8:15pm Mus. Aud.

,roful\d

Film:

"Mldwsy,"

James

Hopper

Football:

& George Thomason,
.

8pm Speccenter

IdclIo Public Thoator:

"Brei,"

vs, Akron, 7:30pm,

here

BoIIlO Gallery of Art:
Dana' BUBard, tapestry
, exhibit opens, thru Nov, 4
Idaho Public TheatGl':

7:30pm UP Depot

Moo',

Volleybllll at Moscow

X-country

"Brei,"

7:30pm

and drawing

UP Dopot

at Spokane

Volleyball at ~.osoow
Film: "The Thin Man" (1934), 8pm, lOA Hall (2 bike east of
Holiday Inn on Sunrise Rim)
,

\

9l7J
sale, team-zpm
10

SUB

CI=lcal

gullBmt:

Gordon Rowland, 8pm

Idaho Public TlW8ter:

"Brei,"

Foreign film:

SplX;Center

"Two Women,"

Bpm Big 4 Rm

Football:

vs. Montana

Women's

X-country

State,- 7:30pm,

here

II

Claulcol

7:30pm UP Depot

Volleyball

Oldy Moldy GoldlllS:- cold-drlll sale, 10am-2pm SUB

llultarlst:

Gordon RoWland, 8pm Specccnter

C=lcalgultarlat:

InvltatlOlUll, a1l.day, here

at Eugene
Gordon

RoWland, 8pmSp,

Fltld Hockoy at BYU

Idaho Public Thoator:,

"Bre',"

Idaho Public TheafOr:

Volleyball invltatloits(

all day. here

"Brei,"

7:30pm UP Depot

',:enter

7:30pm UP [C: 0\

Field Hockey at BYU
Film: "Moot Me In St. louis" (1944), 8pm, 10-,; Hall (2 bike .
east of. Holiday Inn on Sunrl::o Rim)
.
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Dack to DSUSpecial·

,i0 % off all STAEDTLEI\ Engineering Supplies

Compasses, Architects Scales,
Triangles, Curves, Lead Holders,
Pens, Ink, Ect.

~
~
~

21 o North 8th

~

i

Boise

II
==

.~
~

i
Tame

I\eg $00··

5

..d l:.9,5
11~

ROLL LAMINATING SERVICE.for permanent art
charts. photos and maps--24 inch maximum.
Rain checks available on all merchandise.

~

i

§

TECHNICAL SET One
Only
LIMITED SUPPLY

~_

~

i

342-4541

S'i'AEDTI.EI'l.-MAI\S

5

i
~

~,;s~
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Fair Debt Collection
Eve(yone has been bothered
by unwanted bills at one time
or another. Most of us merely
grum ble as we slip the check
into the envelope, or wince as
we pass up a new album for
anomerrnontn'e
worth of elec-

l,

5,

--'--:..---'-----~------~-~

~_

==
~

forbidden
by the act:
-vabu slve telephone
practices, such as repeated
phone

calls.
--publication
of names
of
consumers
refusing
'to pay
bills,
'commonly
called
"shame lists."
--contacting
a debtor at an
tricity.
unusual or inconvenient
time
But some people do not pay
or place. 8 am to 9 prn is
their bills; they either cannot
assumed to be convenient.
afford It or do not feel the bills
-om Isrepresent
the sttuatton
are justified.
by claiming
the debtor comWhatever the reason for not
paying a bill, Ignoring
It will
mitted a crime.
--deposit
checks before the
not make It go away. Creditors
date on the check.
seldom forget that ~omeone
--contact
a debtor who has
owes them
money.
If anyagency
thing, their memory and 1mpa- , wrlttan the couectlon
telling
them
he does
not
tience sharpen with time.
. intend to payor
asking the
An indebted
consumer
canagency
not to contact
him
not procrastinate
very long
again. The creditor may then.
without being contacted
by a
only contact
him
agaIn
to
collection
agency.
inform him of additional
ac"Collection
agency."
Many'
tion that will be taken against
hear those words and their
hearts
and
pocketbooks
his account.
--use an envelope
with
a
cringe.
Contrary
to popular.
name or logo on It which
belief, the consumer has some
protection
from collection
asuggests debt collection.
,
--tell somlfOne other than the,
gencies.
The Fair Debt Collection
Pradebtor that the debtor owes
ctices
Act,
which
became
money.
effective March 20, 1978, lists
--threaten
to
have
wages
what colle-ction agencies can
reta!nAd to pay debts or to
confiscate
property
unless
and cannot do.
According
to the bll!,
the
such action is intended
and
collector must tell the debtor,
legal.
either on the first contact orIn
Anyone
who suspects
t:;ej'
writing within five days, that,
are being
contacted
by a
unless the debtor
questions
cnllactlon
agency who is viothe bill within
30 days, the
lating this act should
notify
collector w III assume the debt
their
local
Better
Business
Bureau or state attorney genis valid.
The following
pracuces
are
eral's"office.
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ElCO E - PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDENTS
"Photography is our business.i;"

~=========~-_.....:----.

5 REASONS TO BUY FUJICA FROM US !'
,KNOWLEDGEABLE
SALESPEOPLE
PEACE OF MIND GUARANTEE
FI3EE FILM AND PROCESSING
, COMPETITIVE PRICES
TRADE- INS ACCEPTED

ATTENTION : PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDENTS,
STOP IN AT EITHER OUR DOWN
TOWN STORE OR OUR WESTGATE - MALL STORE AND ASK
ABOUT OUR STUDENT DISCOUT CARQ-:,

$189°°,

ALL OF OUR SALESPEOPLE ARE
HERE TO HELP YOU WITH ANY
pHOTOGRAPHIC PROBLEM

There's more toll'lls SLR'
than meets the,.eyes -

/., i
(;'.

I

~.

Its advanced dual
!illI, cover
silicon metertno system,

I
I '"

~%i.1

YOU have to teet how
lightweight It Is, Dis,

[J8
?

r
I

" 'i "",;
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Complete Photographic Headquarters

,~....

Don't for.g.et to 10.ad up with F.ujasmm
ortnt or sllde
film and YOU'll have finer grain, brighter color and
Sharper detail than ever before,
come In and ~IY
see for yourselll

rIJ _~/f_

.r:».

Test Its 3·way tocus and
'
,sul?erb standard thread
•
mount Fujlnon lens, Enjoy the "control center" view'
/"
finder with shutter speed Indication, And all the other teatures FuJI Includes, Then take a look at SLR's that cost more, YOU'll
really appreciate the ST605N's value,

~~Qi
~

.

wi
I 'I
RImae.-..

DOWNTOW~J AND WESTGATE MALL
'

We want to help you take even better pictures.
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Talking
To Your TV

Telovlslon viewers who want
to corn plain about a broadcast
may be frustrated
by the
quicksilver
nature of the tube-and may not know whom to
turn to.
II is much more difficult
to
comotatn
about
a broadcast
that Is on for a short time than
a newspaper story that Is here
today as well as tomorrow.
But
If a viewer
feels
a
newscast
is
inaccurate
or
biased, the person to see "Is
the station's
news director.'
Stan Turner,
news director
for KSPT-TV
In' Minnesota,
said, "We have calls that range
from legltlm<lte
com plaints to .
people having the wrong sta- $'
tlon.
"But we definitely
do lend an
earto complaints.
As soon as
someone
raises
a point,
!
immediately
check It out with
the reporter, photographer,
or
producer in question."
. Testifying
to the fact that
audience
opinion
matters
to
local programmers
Is an Incident that .Involved
the NBC
affiliate
In Duluth.
Program
director Ed Conrad decided to
bump "Saturday
Night
Live"
because It was cornering
only
jO percent
of
the viewing
audience.
Students flooded the station
with letters of protest.
"The people who were violently protesting
the .cancellation were an active, younger

""",.

•

~~{ltt.'t.~.
type
of person
t1me~ liked
to

~aCk~~;~nr::.y

.

'~~

Rb,~~

1979

night,"
"Saturday
reinstated

Night
In a

who
many
go out
on
Conrad
Live"
new

exwas
time

slot--mldnlght,
when the you
plot-midnight,
when
the
younger
viewers
got home.
Soon the show was cornering
a 60 percent audience share.
If differences
cannot be resolved with the news director
or programming
department of
the local station,
the Federal
Communications
Commission
1.'1111
hear complaints
dealing
with news gathering organizations.
However,
Blodgett
says<the
FCC Is generally very slow In
responding
to complaints
and
hears only those com plaints
that show the station deliberately distorted
Information.

Student Renters
Strike In Cai
Three University of California
students
in Santa
Barbara,
Calif.
are - withholding
rent
from their la-ndlord until certain repairs are made to their
sattsfactton
,
the
campus
newspaper reports.
"The
problem
is that
the
place really leaks bad when It
rains," tenant Richard Boucher explained.
"And that brings
other problems
like mold and
insects. When It rains we have
an Inch
of
water
in
the
hallways."
He and his roommates
placed their monthly rent In a trust
fund setup
by a local legal
clinic instead of paying their
landlord. The tenants' attorney

-:S}

said the action Is supported by
California
state case law.
Some 'band-aid'
repairs have
been made since the tenants
began
withholding
rent,
Boucher said, adding: "maybe
we'll walt until another rain to
see If they work."
The owner of the apartment
building
refused to comment
on the repair situation
or the
tenants'
action.
The eviction
notice to the three tenants has
expired and under state' statutes, the three can now be
sued for defying the notice.

...;.-
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Finding A

Renters Organize
In Washington
Th!rty people are organiZing a
tenants' union covering rental
units surrounding
the Unlver
sity of Washington.
The campus
daily
reports
that the main goal ortheunlon
is to provide a group supporting tenants having rent, repair
or eviction problems.
In the
case
of
retalitory
evictions,
"You
have rights
and rights and rights,
but if
you exercise
any of them,
you'll
be out (of the apartment) In 20 days," said Dave
Mumm of the Univer~ity
District
Housing
Improvement
Program, a 'city-funded
group
which
is helping
the union
organize.
The manager
of the apartments where the group held
its first meeting
stated
that
the union Is not needed.
"Landlords
don't go out of
their way to evlct tenants,"
he
cla-Imed, because of the lime
and money involved in undertaking the action.

CU~1'6MBl2f)eR:J!Cf1 GeTTING

Good Mechanic
attorney
general's
otttce
for
help.
_.
Bolton's
difficulty
with finding what he considers
a reputable' mechanic
Is, an expensive problem for the nation's
95.2 million drivers. According
to the National
Highway Traffic and Safety Adm in Istration,
$50 billion Is spent yearly on
auto repair,.$20
billion of that
on unnecessary
and fraudulent repairs.
But public and private organizations
are working
hard to
change all that.
The
American
Automobile
Association's
Approved
Auto
Repairs
Program
is into Its
fourth
year.
George
Giek,
AARS'
program
director
In
Washington,
D.C.,
explains
that the program
is designed
to identify auto repair facilities
which Gan provide consistently high
quality,
guaranteed
_work at a reasonable
cost.
And while AAA works from
the mechanic's
side of the
auto repair problem,
a novel
educational
project in Florida
is working
from the- consumer's side.
.
days.
The University
cf Miami and
"I didn't want that,"
Bolton
the Metropolitan
Dade County
contendS,
sticking
to his -orlConsumer
Advocate's
Office
ginal desire to have the itemjointly
produce
"Telized receipt. "I wanted to see if
Consumer,"
a project
which
he had done what he said he
supplies-taped
consumer
indid."
formation--including
hints on
how to find and deal with a.
He filed his dispute with two
mechanic--by
telephone.
private
consumer
organizatiWith the AAA program,
Giek
ons,
Including
the
Florida
claim s that
If drivers
like
State student
group,
and Is
Bolton
go to one of the 96
now
looking
to
the
state

(CCRS)
Allen Bolton -rnay be
just another of the millions
of
Americans
who
each
year
contend they didn't get a fair
deal from an auto mechanic.
Th,e Florida State University
student
says
he paid
his
long-time
family
mechanic
$600 last ,August for an overhaul
to
end
his
engine's
smoking.
"When
I got
the
car," he recalls, "the mechanic
said he would
"Send me an
itemized receipt In a couple of
days."
He left his Jacksonville
home
for
the
200-mlle
jaunt
to
scnootIn
Tallahassee
the day
after he picked up the car. But
the crim inology major says he
soon noticed
that the black
smoke was back.
Bolton
wanted
to have an
Independent
mechanic
check
over his car to see if the work
had actually been done.
But he claims the mechanic
has never sent him the receipt, .
offering,
however, to doublecheck nts work and make any
additional
repairs
since
the
work was guar~nteed
for 90
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participating
Florida garages,
'they are assured that the
association has checked it out
In. the areas of manpower,
equipment,
facility appearance, customer
service, community reputation and scope
of, service.
Shops meetlngAARS qualifications
m us! then, sign a
contract with AAA agreeing to
provide association mem bers
with written estimates, to call
drivers for authorization
on
any add Itlonal work, .to return
replaced parts, to guarantee
work for 90 days or 4,000 miles
and to work with AAA in
resolving
any member disputes:
Even non-AAA members like
Alan Boiton benefit from the'
program,
Giek says. "Any
shop with the AARS' sign
means that It has a good track
record. Also, we've been able
to upgrade' a lot of the
In addition, he adds, AARS
shops usually ...:111treat members and non-rnern bers alike,
offering both the same estimates, warranties
and dispute-mediation help.
Public and private consumerInterest groups say they have
no problems with the program.
BetlyPenfold,
file supervisor
for the South Florida Better
Business 'Bureau, says, "They
(AAA) are very thorough
In
checking out the repair shops
before they sign a contract'
with them," adding that the
program is "a great help In

suggested
amount of time
1mproving the auto repair inrepairs should take. If you are
dustry. "
charged by the manual's flat
County cop surner protection
rate, you'll pay the estimated
bureaus also have no comtime, not "the actual time,
plaints with the program, and
Esther
Peterson,
President
which may be less.
--Don't be tern pted by adverJimmy Carter's special assistised specials. They are usualtant for consumer affairs, has
ly devices to lure you to the
called the program "a positive
shop where you may be perconsumer-oriented
response
suaded to have additional
tothe ever Increasing spiral of
com plaints about the auto
repairs done.·'
,
--Try. to find a mechanic
service. "
certified by the Natlo!1al InstiIn addition to Florida, AAA's
800 AARS garages are In
tute for Automotive
Service
Callforn la, Texas, Minnesota
Excellence.
A non-profit
organization
and Washington,
D.C., Giek
since 1972, the Institute's
expects the program to exmajor program Is the voluntary
pand into Maryland, Connectesting
and certification
of
ticut,
Wisconsin,
Kentucky
mechanics, says Its operating
and Nebraska.
He declined
to give the
director Daniel C. Knapp.
The program's twice-yearly
program's price tag , saying,
tests cover eight areas: engine
"It'Is costly to AAA. But In a
repair, automatic transm Issl- ,
survey of the members, 86
on, front end, brakes, electripercent asked for a j:\fogram
cal systems, heating and air
like this. So we think it's worth
conditioning, and engine tune
It."
ups. Knapp said the tests are
For those students who are
not among AAA's-6.6 million
put together
by mechanics
'college-age
members,. "Teland practloners, so the "basic
Consumer" offers these sugsubject content is put together
gestions on finding a repuby people In the trade."
Individual mechanics are certable mechanic:
--Check with other students
tilled, not entire shops. Knapp ~,
to find out where they h&vCl, em phaslzes. that although
a
shop may display a certificareceived good service.
tion sign outside, only one
--Also check with the.J3etter
Business
Bureau on shop
mechanic
may actually
be"
certified. "Its, up to the conreputations and years In 'busumer to be aware of, this
siness; a garage that has been
problem and ask for the certiIn business for many years
will probably be a better shop
fied mechanic."
A list of mechanics certified
since It'depends on its repu- .
In your state. by the National
tatlon.
--Determine whether you will
Institute for A,utomotlve Service Excellence can be obtainbe charged for labor by the
ed by writing to 1825 K Street,
hour or by .a flat rate manual.
These manuals are written by
N.W.,
Washington,
D.C:
auto manufacturers and have
20006.
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20% off 20%off 20% off,
Wood

.sketcn Boxes
O'Arches w/c

AquaBee Newsprint pads
)} Art & Sign no, 8 Let!ering Brushes

Stretched
Canvases
*'Strathmore'
.Drawin~Pads
Pens

4,7, &9 Pen Sets

Reg 34.75

Now

18 & .24

~O % . off
24.3'3

I

Sept 4 ihru 7

Sept. 10 thru 14
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Bouncing·Ch, ck
While the Collegiate COf1sumer Reporting Service recently
reported
that
some
commercial banks are making
It more expensive for college
students to write checks, It is'
the merchants of Oxford, M Isslssippl who are comptalntnq

about student checking.
"We get anywhere between
$300 to $700 back In bad
checks
each
month,
and'
three-fourths
of these have
been .written by university
CONTINUED

TO

PAGE

Momma Harris knows everyone loves hot; crusty bread, tender rolls and
doughnuts and sweet treats Iikecakes and cookies. You'll find all rhese deltcrous
baked goods and more in the New Gorden Deli and Bakery. Mamma Harris makes
.everythlnq fresh doily in her own bakery, right on campus.
A super selection of custom deli sandwiches and fresh fruit juices ore featured
doily for lunch andsnocks. You can count on baked goods and deli sandwiches of
'dependoblehigh
quality that areso delicious, they'reirreslstablel
StopbytheNewGarden
Dell and Bakery nexttimeyou'rein
the Student Union
and enjoy!

off drafting
suppues-coccr
-<:l·?-o~.c;%"'<?"<o:;;>..ffO°...dn"<:a::>o<I:;;>..1
°ot-eh"'c::er:;>-<,
a~rto'-ea"'c::nd:;>oOo<ool,'
thru
~ept. 15, "
y

OPEN Till 9 PM

questions.
--Check out guarantees on
any parts (usually 90 days or
3,000 miles) and ask for the
old parts.
,
~-Before going to the facility,
check your car's warranty.
Also, check with the National
Traffic and Sa'fety Administration's racalls or warranty extensions.

A New Idea From Your
Campus Cafeteria People:

* 3 Star

Caste,1I Technical

"Tel-Consumer"
also gives
these suggestions on now to
deal with a mechanic:
--Always ask for a written
estimate, and If the cost Is to
be higher, demand that It be
checked out with you first.
--Don't
tell the mechanic
what you think. the source of
the trouble Is; let him ask the

~
~

~Speciai"Studenf"Price's~
*
*

1979,
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Doisf!' Dluf!' Art Supply
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5,
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1st floor lobby
Student Union Bldg.
Open, 7, to 1 Mon-Fri
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:\;}~manager sald.
'
. Students
also write about the
,.1 same percenta.ge of the 30 to
.:......••.
11'1 40 bad checks a Kentucky
I,'il Fried Chicken outlet gets each
:.~ month, Its manager said. "We
.! call the students and tell them
and some really get nasty.
OJ They cuss and hang up on
i us "

'"•.Z.:Cl

'J

,i'j added
The
:1

felt the law dealing with bad
checks
was too harsh and
should be amended to lessen
the penalties
for those who
have good -excuses for writing
the bad checks.
"I sometimes
forget to balance-my ch6'Ckbook and I've
had a couple checks returned

J

we have to turn the matter over
the justice of the peace."
'j Judge John Holcomb is that.
! justice of the peace. "I've got

us students with a little more
fairness when they receive a
returned
check,"
said
one
unidentified
student.
A second student, who was
fined $25 by Judge Holcomb
for writing a bad check, said
that she doesn't
think
students
purposely
write
bad

cedures for handling returned
checks clear to new students.
"Many students are used to
their hometown
banks covering their bad checks. The bank
I use In town doesn't do this. I
didn't know this when. I deposited money
In a checking
account here," she said.

. S't.ud ent 5:
ndell0 ~ge
G e t"""I:m \A/h·1
They ' ra"y QUng.
V\f Ie

"approximately
$650 to $700
of bad checks In my
j office right now, ranging
any. where from two-dollar
checks
on up, and roughly 60 percent
of these checks were written
by studentsat
the university.
"This
problem
has
really
'! goften out of hand over the
,i' last feW years, and right now,'
\ I've Qot a stack
of arrest
warrants going to students,"
" Holcomb said.
.,
State law provldes that first _
offenders may be fined up to
$500 and six monthsIn
jail, or
both, for writing' bad checks.
The
maximum
penalties
double for second offenders,
and third offenders are charqed with a felony, punishable
with up to two years In the
'state penitentiary.
in addition,
students
may,
"under certain circumstances,
be dismissed
from school If
the college
judicial
council
finds them guilty
of writing
any number of the 450 to 1,200
bad checks the university
re-

~iworth

i

celves each month.
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Cordso

supermarket
managerCre'dl-t
that, "If we don't get a
response after all our efforts,

,"'J to

~;~~,~n

Unlversltv

'.

(CCRS) Students are paying more attention
to establlshing credit, and credit
card distributors
are paying
more attention to them.
Melanie Stockdell,
director of the Consum!:lr Rela-'
tions
Board.
at
Kansas
StateUn[versity,
says that
many students seek advice
on credit. And Evelyn Fox
of Oklahoma State Universlty's
Consumer
Action
Council says her group Is
preparing a_student
guide
toestabl!shlng
credit.
. Naturally,
most
companles In the multi-billion
doltr«
!nclustry
have notlced this trend.
Spokesmen for major firms
say
there are sound investment
reasons for designing cred.it programs for the college
market that ignore youthful
finance drawbacks such as
no properly, no Income and
no credit history.
"We \Ike the Jesuit concept
of
'get
'em
while
they're

young'

because

college student of today Is
the consumer
of tomorrow,"
says
Kenneth
V.
Larkin,
senior
vicepresii.lent of the Bank of
America,
the
country's
largest commercial
bank.
John Lockwood,
.director
of the International
Consumer Credit Association,
adds: "Students
are more
charge card oriented nowadays. 'They are brought up
needing charge cards." The
St. Louis based ICCA is
trade assoclatlon
for credit
card companies.
Industry
statistics
show
the e.ntlre country
is becoming
more "credit
card
oriented."
The Nilson Report,
a trade newsletter,
reports that If every plastic
credit card holder was to
spend up fa his credit limit
on each card, the total debt
would be over $260 billion.
By 1985, the figure is
expected
to
reach
$500

a

the

billion.

But even with this growth,
hassles still exist for college credit applicants.
"The problem for studenfs
has been being educated
enough to know how to go
about establishing
credit-knowing where to go," says
KSU's Stockdell.
Mary Alice
Minney,
director
of
education
for
ICCA, suggests to students
that, "The last th'ing you
should go_after Is a major
credit card, because that is
the last thing you're going
to get."
She
suggests
starting
"small":
opening
an account <It a local department
store, returning mailed applicatlons
or established
companies,
and joinIng
a
credit union at work.
Taking.,olJt
a small loan
even when It is not necessary and ~Jo<lying It back
promptly
is also a good
start for a credit
rating,
Minney

says.

Fox suggests
he go back
and find out why. "The first
thing that I emphasize
to
people Is the Fair Credit
Reporting
Act, passed in
1971. You have to be told
the reason why you were
turned down for credit--if
it's legitimate,
that Information could help In the
future."
It may take some planning
and persistence
to start
getting
credit,
but some
cornpanler
are eager to
heop out. One reason Is
that a college
student
Is
expected
to work
In a
higher salary .bracket after
graduation and receive.pay
increases at a faster rate
than people without a college education
says Bob
Arletta,
of Atlantic
Richfield Oil Co.
And sometimes,"students
exhibit
an above-average
loyalty to a company if they
get their credit card into the
student's
hands
early,"
says Irwin Penner, chairman of Gracious Lady .services. GLS Is the parent
company for College Credlt
Card Corp.,
which
promotes
Its clients'
credit
cards
on
many
college
campuses.
Chevron Oil Co. obtains
student mailing
lists from
nearly every college in the
country.
DICK 'Warner,
of
Chervon's
Customer
Service Department,
says that
no credit check is done on
any of the applications,
and there is no credit limit
on student

accounts.

Lecture

P t stru

k

Outt Reynolds
$ally Fields
Jackie

1\9050n

Now!! Noon Showina....
11':30 SPEC Center
8:00P Sttpt 7 8
Student 50cGenerai S ~ •
ComIng: ·The.Front

wI WOody

Allen

Friday September 14
7:30PM
Tickets Sl.00 Students
$2.00
General·
Available at Information Booth
'The' McmWho Runs··With Heart"
'l'heastoun1ing day·to-day iSC01'd
of how an iDtemationanY known foot1esSxunner
trained .for and ron the. gNe1iDg·l»1kes Peak Marathon
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Women Establishing a Credit Rating:
What .May Be Their.Most Frustrating Experience
The credit
cards
were
stacked against Judith Hart
two years ago.
A newly-divorced
University of Arizona student, she
discovered that credit com_ panles refused to consider
her seven years of handling
household
accounts
in denying her credit.
Master. Charge
told
her
she had not been em ployed
as a graduate
teaching
assistant
"long
enough,"
and
BankAmericard
said
she had "Insufiicient
income."
Explanations
of how tong .
would be long enough,
or·
" now much Income would
be
sutttclent
were
not
forthcoming,
Hart says.

"A:;. an individual
I was
being Iglloreq,"
Hart says.
Her saving .and checking
accounts
were unblemished, and room and board

me."
Hart was turned down for
everyone
of the seven
cards
she. applied
for,
BankAmericard
alone denying her. three times. Finally
at the bank where Hart kept
her' accounts,
the credit
officer
struck a deal with.
her.
"He
told 'me
that
if I
pledged $1,500 to that bank
for a year, I could have a
Master Charge card with a

"I want
women
to be
aware of what may be the
most frustrating
experience'
that they could
ever encounter,"
she says.
The Equal Credit Opportunity Act, passed In October 1975, was of little help
to Hart: The clause enabling a wife, at her request,
to list a joint credit account
in both her and her husband's
names
didn't
become effective until 1977.
Along
with expanding
a
wife's
credit
file,
ECOA
requires
credit
companies
10 send
written
reasons
witli refusals.
But the vagueness
of those refusals
was one of the
largest
sources
of frustration
to
Hart.
Noonan
acknowledges
this loophole,
which
she
says the FTC is trying
to
close.
"Insufficient
credit
references'--that'sone
of
the most common reasons.
'Insufficient'
In what way-number?
Not.
the
right
kind?
Not enough
credit
cards? We get upset when
they get that vague.
"But sometimes
we forget
that until the ECOA was
passed four years ago, no
law entttledvus
to know
why we were turned down
on a credit application.
The
ECOA doesn't say you have
to be given
credlf, .you
know. But you have to be
told why you weren't."
"Screwy factors" are often
considered
by credit company scoring
system s for
judging credit risks, Noonan claims.
Zip code, age
and car model matter more
than occupation
in some
scoring systems.
Vicki
Caron.
a resou rce
specialist
for the California
State Commission
on the
Status of Women says that
credit problems
bring the
largest
number
of phone
calls
into her office.
"In
spite of new credit
laws,
women
are
still
having
problems,"
Caron says.
Judith
Hart's case illustrates what Car.on feels is
the major problem
in get,ting
credit:
stereotypes
that creditors
have about
women. Creditors
are either unaware that women are
often
primary
purchasers
and
money
handlers
in
fam!ly
situations,
or they
ignore It,she
claims.
For single
.women students
trying
to establish
credit, Caron advises starting with a department
store
charge card; and nuturlng a
stable bank account.
When
women marry, she strongly
urges
that
the joint
accounts they and their husbands
share
list
both
names, either with her hyphenated maiden name accompanying
his, or her hill
married
name.'
"But
not
Mrs. John Smlth~-no
one
will know that's you," Caron warns.
The most common
complaint Caron hears Is that a
woman trled.toget
credit In
her own
name',
but the
creditor aaked for her husband to co-sign
f,~; 'hq
cred It liability.
"It 1i
for a creditor
to tr 1110' a
coslgner,"earon
said, "but
It cert'alnly does NOT have .
to be y~ur husband,"

person applying
for credit
is not having
a previous
credit
file.
Frequently,
women who are married or
recently divorced do not."
Aftar . getting
her Master
Charge, Hart re-applled and
• received every cred it card
she had been prevlously
denied.
"Smaller
companies

. $'250 credit extension.
The
minimum
credit extension
for a Master Charge at that
time was $350, but hesaid I
could re-apply
in a year,"
Hart recalls.
Hart says she questioned
the' legality
of pledging
a
time deposit
as collateral
for revolving credit, but she
·took what seemed like the
only avallable
course,
angered because
she felt a
male in her posttlon
would
never have needed to go
throughout
the extra procedure.
Jean Noonan; legal counsel for the Federal Trade
Commission
in Washington, D.C., says she knows
. of
no
federal
law
that
f orblds
the
practice.
In
fact, she says that pledging
a time deposit
"might
not
be such a bad way to start
getting
credit.
The worst
thing that can happen to a

cost less than one fourth of .
a month's
Income;
"They
probably
feei the reasons
they gave were legitimate,
but credit
is, a personal
thing. Their evaluation
ofa
credit possibility
should be
just as personal.
"Instead,
I was a nonentity.
My experience
at
handling
credit was ignored.
It wps
not
a fair
appraisal because th'ey didn't look closely enough at

sometimes
give. automatic
.
approval as, a quick way of
accom m odatln g 'custom ers
that
have
already
been
checked by major cards like'
Master
Cha'rge,"
Noonan
explains.
In addition
to getting her
credit, the 19-month experlence has -hetpcd Hart professionally.
N ow an associate lecturer at California Polytechnic
State University at San Louis Obispo, she teaches-ra fiveweek course
on "Women
.andcred it."

The most important thing in your life
right now, is probably not your bank.
And that's as it should be.
You aren't here to worry cbout
your bank. But your bank
should be here to worry
about you.
.

.If:!."."....
\;I

And we arer?'
That's the First Security'
feeling. Confidence. security,
trust. If you're from anyone of
over 100 Intermountain cities,
you may have grown up with
that feeling. And you have
every right to expect it here.
Evenlt First Security was not
your bank at home, we want
to be your bank here.
Come in.

\

..,
HOURS:
i.

16th and State Streets
2601 Cassia (VJsta Office)
7100 Fairview (Westgate Office)
3301 Ohlnden Blvd. (Garden City Office) .
Five Mllp .... , OV~-'~nd ,Inside Smith's Food King)
.us: v.w a.m, - 8:00 p.rn., Monday thru Friday
·9:00 am. -:: 6:00 p.m., Saturday

Lobby: 9:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m., Monday thru Thursday
9:30 a.rn, - 6:00 p.m., Friday
"rlve-In: 8:30 am.6:00 p.m., Monday thru Friday

ADDRESSES:
119 North.9th Street (Main Office)
Orlv,"ln: '91hand Bannock
80 Sf}·et'lnt Office)
.421'
.....,..'ard(Or""cra Avenue Office) .
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Season

Football

The Boise State U1iversity football team opens "the 1979 season
at home on Saturday, September 8
against Long Beach State lkliversity. Kick off In BSU's Bronco
Stadulm (21,500) is 7:30 p.rn.

MJf.

Heading up the Bronco's defensive chores is AU-American candidate Doug Scott.

'

The Broncos posted a 7-4 record
in 1978, and a 3-3 Big Sky,
Conference rnerk,
Head coach
Jim Criner has 28 lettermen retuming from last season's club.
Nine.of those 28 were starters last
season.
BSUtopped tonqBeach State In
last season's meeting, 19-13 in
Bronco Stadulm.The
4gers beat
BSU 27-14 in their first meeting
back in 1970, so the series stands
at a game apiece. '
'W:J feel that Long Beach State
will be an even stronger opponent

than last year," Criner said. "If we
can play even with them and stay
In the game, It will tell us a great
deal about the character. and
strength of the team .we have,"
said Criner. ''They have a team
with outstanding size and speed,
plus the experience of one game
behind them," Criner added.
Pre-season practice has been
Pll?gressing well,but minor Injuries had become somewhat of a
problem.
'W:J have had more
pulls, ,strains and bruises than
ever before," Criner said.
Injuries have kept players out of
practice and slowed down hitting
progress. The, thing I'm concerned about is not having had a 'big
game' type of scrimmage,"
he
said.
. Throughout practice, several bat-

Simi Valley, CA leads the way for
the Broncos, with senior Karl
Knapp, sophomore Dave Steffens
and junior Stan Link, all dying for
the top spot on the Bronco team.
Blackburn sat out last year as a
redshlrt. .'
'"
"SCott has the potential to be the
best middle distance and long
distance runner in Boise State
Univ~rsltyhlstory,"
said Jacoby.
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Opens Against Long Beach State

Cross-country Team Awaits Season
With less than three weeks
remaining before the first crosscountry meet, the sotse State
team Is gearing up for what should
be the toughest Big Sky COnference race.In. history. __ '
The Broncos have four lettermen
and a good nucleus of young
people returning which should
bolster the team.
Scott Blackburn, a senior from,

ARBITER

Karl Knapp, from COrvallis, OR,
BSU's top runner last year,has
also been cited by JOCobyas a very
strong and consistent, runner.
Knapp was BSU's low point scorer
last 'year and finished 13th In the
Big Sky Conference Champlonships'
Stan Link' a ' junior
from MiIwaukle, OR flnls~ed 19th for the
CONTIt;lUED

TO

PAGE

beginning with Joe Allottl.
ties have contlnued from' last
Long Beach State, 5-6 last seaspring's practice while some new
son, Is led by one of the nation's
ones have developed. ..
.
outstanding college quarterbacks
At right offense tackle, sophosenior Paul McGafflgan.
more Dennis Brady (6-2,240) and
senior Renny Buckner (6-3, 285) , Last season, IV1cGaffigan threw
are both playing hard and looking , for 2,165 yards and nine touchdowns, He is complimented by
very good.
speecy receivers Henry Williams
At center John Gasser and Randy
and Henry Phillips.
SChradl'lr are In competition for
Runningbai:k Dan Duddride Is a
playing time, aru1 at flanker senior
hard-nosed
ball
carrier
who
Mike Brady and Scott Newmann
earned JC All-American
honors
are battllnq for pcsltion.
last year.
Defensively, tackle Keith Ward
InjurlEis at tight end have hin(6-5,235) Is the only returning
dered progress, but all three
starter on the Interior.
candidates,
sophomore ,Duane
Middle linebacker Mai-k Fata
, Dlouhy, junior Kevin Raullerson
(5-11, 225) leads the linebackers
and senior Jim Balch will see
while the secondary Is set with
playing time.
four returning starters In SCotty
Defensively, Mike Bradeson and
Byers and Keith Brown at the
Chris Bell are both playing very
corners, Ervin Cobbs at free
well at cornerback. Jeff Katz and
safety and Jerry CJffiham at strong
Richard Long have a slight advansafety.
tage over Tom Spa$fore for top
"Over-all, we are very Impressed
punting scores.
The Bronco offense Is led by "with Long Beach State's personnel," Criner sald."They
have a
junior tailbacks' Cedric Minter
proven passing. game and an
and Terry zahner, and j lor fulloutstandlnt quarterback in Paul
back Davie Hughes. All t ee will
McGaffigan.
They have quality
play quite a bit in th
pener,
receivers a§ well," he said.
aIXOrdhlg to Criner.
"
"They did agreat job defending
In fact, most positions cout
ave
a great deal of personnel rotat on, ' us last year and many of those
players are going to return,"
, Criner said.
Two quarterbacks
Criner added.
will probably see plenty of time
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"'fAMOUS
BRANDS"

III~I[II

"Roekstar", "Ali-en"
T-Shirts -Many More.

K 11~IID'_~I[II
fashion

•

"H.I.M." & "H.E.R ".
"0 C ""Maverick;'
"i.aVI-e" Traffic" ,
"Bermuda Trianglel,
"H.I.M."& "H.E.R'''.
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Prices
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The response has .bean so fantastic we are
continuing our Ski-A-Rama sale and are bringing
In new merchandise dallyl Name brands' at
reduced prices!

ROSSIGNOL

DELUXE. SKI .: I

PACKAGE

.~

I

'1

.~.:'

~

~

~~.

~89
Rossignol "Sunspot"

~

c-,

Skis

Dynafit "Magic"
Tyrolla

SALOMoN

Boot

"150/150

Su-

per" Bindings
A & T Ski Poles tI230

444" SKI· BINDINGS

u

\VBVii DRAKE
, Ust
75.00

liiullJl1
IIIIDLUE"
EXHIBITION
SKI DOOTS

91

TURBO 'SKIS

.f~SUMLBTE"
SKU DOOTS

95

Ust
75.00

Top of the line bindings
for added skIIng safety.
Includes brake.

HEAD

GARHOMT

tel

~1\'M

SCOTT
1111

MEF II" SKI POLES
Reg

Ust
130.00

A super ski for 'the
Intermediate skier.
Great for t~8 bumpsI,

Men's and ladles's ski

~5 6'
~

4t

16.88
, Tubular aluminum' ski
poles with snowflakebaskets. Variety of
lengths.
'

e

I ..
,.TOPHtiR

'ME~'S 6 LADIES' GOOSIEDOWN
,

SKI VESTS ' "

'~

.'

Bold and bright coJoredskl vests In sizes for
him and her, and lots of skIIng funl

\NH~G
MIEN'S (, lADIES'
1I~:XPEI\TlSlErrpOLY-DOWN SKI PAt\KAS

i,' ,.

Filled with warm Poly-Oown FUI which has
been proven warmer than pure down. 1~79
':
models.;.
',
'
"

,SKI

'MEN'S '&L4DIES' FASHION,

sum ,

':

" ,

Theult,lmate European designer line of ski
fashlon3 from Henri Qlarfes Colsooet. '. '»

Dq~ME"'S&LADIISg

,

'Rag'

, , GcpoSEDOWM SKI PAIU\AS'30·00 ,
Unparalleled quaJlty the whoJeskiing InduntrY

Is talking about. Fealures powdersklrt.
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-'Darle'neBaily' Named VB Coach
...,-_...,--'-_-'-...,-

__

-'---"_%i):>'

Ql.rIene Bally,28,
has been
named volleyball coach and asslstent: sports Information director
for w(imen at Boise State U1lvarsltY,aocording toCaroJ ladWig,
assistant athletic director tor
women.
Baily comes to BSU from Costa
rvtlsa,CA where she has been an'
instructor In physical education In
the Newport-rvtlsaSchool District
for the past six years.

UNIVERSITY

ARBITER
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Mi. Bally has extensive teaching
and coaching experience on the
college, high school and grade
school levels.,
A four-time All-American volleyball player from the U1lverslty of
California, Irvine, .Dartene played
on both a U1lted States Volleyball
Association championship team'
and an,AAU National Champlonship team In 1976 when she was
named most valuable player.

She graduated cum laude trom
Cal-Irvine In 1971 and made the
Olan's List all four years In
college. She was selected as one
olAmerica's outstanding women
In 1978.
"Ql.rIenewill brin!;! a tremendous
amount of enthusiasm to our
volleyball program," ladWig said.
"She has the knOWledge and
ability to tum our program
around," Ladwig added.

Cross-country Team Awaits Season
CONTINUED

FROM

PAGE 21

Broncos In the l3SU Championships and Is a very strong runner
III the ITIlddleand long distances.
Consistency iNiII be the Important
. factor for Link, because of numerous Injuries Which have hampered
his progress In, recent years.
However, Jacoby Is looking for Q
strong showing from him' this
season.
Sopnomore lBIe Steffens from
Lake Oswego, OR sat out last
season .with a broken back, but
had a fine season ciftrack. He Is
expected to be one of theoutstandIng runners fOr the Broncos.
Steffens Is a "workhorse" ,

Intramurals
BSU's Cross Country
hinge on the return of
Scott Blackburn
Photo b

a

fortunes
healthy

Beme JackSOn

Football players
Of The Year
>

cedric Mnter, a junior tailback
from Boise state: .Ed Judie, a
junior linebacker and Brian Potter,
a junior quarterback from Northern ArIzona, were picked as the
Offensive and D3fenslve PlayerS
of the Year along with Newcomer
of the Year by the 79 Skywriters
Tour.
Mnter, a5-11, 180-pound Ali-Big
Sky Qmference tailback last season, established a Big Sky single
CONTINUED

TO' PAGE
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The BSU Intramural prcgram Is
now 'accepting rosters for coed
softball, flag football and powder
puff football.
Individuals Interested In a Iacldered tennis tournamentend officials to moderate
softball and football are also being
sought.
. Teams participating In coed softball must field five Womenand five
men during the game.
Softball games last four.lnninqs,
beginning at 5:30 p.m., Monday
through Thursday of each week.
Each softball team plays approximately, 4 games, one per week,
with the divisional winners advancing to a championship single
elimination toumament.
An added feature of .BSU's
Intramural softball, Is"that all 10
batters bat during each half of
their Inning.
.
- The 8-man flag football program

aocordlng to Jacoby and should be
a conference leader In the future.
Howard Conley, from KenneWick, WA comes to the Broncos as
a junior from Spokane Community
College where he was a conference
champion In the 1,500 meters.
Jacoby looks for Conley to' add
needed depth to the team, along
with juniOr Tom MUlhern, sophomore Tom Rothenberger and
freshmen John Taberna, John
Miller and Tim Brady.
The University of Nevada-Reno
will join the Big .Sky Conference
this year and is expected to be the
team to' beat. .Northem Arizona
also returns a very strong team, as
consists of approximately 25 teams
divided Into a divisional structure.
Football games are played wednesdays or Thursdays, (6:30 p.m.
to 9:30 p.m.) crosswlxe on the
artificial turf In Bronco Stadium.'
Women's powder-puff flag football teams will play prior to or'
Immediately follOWing the mens
game.
last year six teams ventured out
onto the Bronco turt,
The new tennis concept ~glng
from the Intramural program Is' a
modified lacIder,Jennlstournament. '
,'
The to!Jrnament Is tentatively
scheduled for saturday afternoons'
beginning september 15th.
Players will be matched against
Individuals of equal ability.
This new IntramUral tennis con. cept, Introduced' by Women's
tennis coach Jean Boyles, Is still In
the planning stages, but Inler~
ested Individuals should stili con-

does Weber State and Idaho.
Art Menchaca of 'NAU,
the
defending Big Sky champ, will be
hard pressed to repeat as champ- ,
New Volleybal( Head Coach Darion with the strong contingent of
runners from foreign countries lene Bailey a four time Ali-American ,a UC Irving
attending Rt:no.
,JaJro Correa and Rudv Munoz
will lead the Wolfpack of UNA.'
but they will 'also find tough
competition from Weber State's
Javier Chavez and NOrberto Sagura,along
with Idaho's Gary
Gonserand BSU's Scott Blackburn
Athletes,
and Dave Steffens. '
The Broncos open the season on
.Sept, 15 when they host the
On Tuesday. September 11,
annual Alumni Meet In Bolse, '
there will be a potluck picnic for
all women participation In the BSU
athletic program this year.
tact the Intramural office. '
Attendance Is mandatory at this '
Perhaps the single most Important Individual involved in any affair since Insurance and general
departmental 'information will be
sporting
'event-offlclals-are
'
needed ,by the Intramural pro- covered.
Contact your h1dlvidual coach for
gram.
the exact time and place.
Officials are payed $3.50 per
game to officiate softball and
football. NO prior experience Is
necessary, as those applying for
positions will be trained by the VOLLEYBALL
Darlene BaIley, 385-1656
studElnt Intramural coordinator.
MWF 1 :30-3:45, TTh 3:45-6:00
Maln
Gym
_ All rosters, Individual player
FIELD HOCKEY
entries and officiating applications
~ayne VanWassenhove, 385-1654
M-F. 3:llO-5:oo, Field
should be submitted to the IntraCROSS COUNTRY
mural office before the set deadBasil Dahlstrom, 385-1575
line ,of september 13, Thursday. ,
M-F aoo-s.oo, &1t./Sun. moms.
Mae! In Main Gym
For further Infonnatlon contact
TRACK AND FIELD '
Ross Vaughn In the main gymnaGanger Fahleson, 385-1951
M-F aoo-s.oo, Stadium
slam, room 203, extension 1131.
TENNIS.
Other Intramural program activlJean Boyles, 385-1470
Contact the coach
ties to keep an eye out for, are
GYMNASTICS
'
Basketball and Volleyball competlContact' carol ladwig In Women'a
Athletics Ofllce, 385-1657
tlon.
.
BASKETBALL
A Cross Country meet will also be
Connie Thomgron, 385-1760
held during Home Coming.
Contact coach Immadlately - Weight

Picnic Scheduled

for Women

program

"'''''.

'TH,you
,
boy your Arbiter
Cl'ossified Ad!
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'
They'reonly 4 cents pef.-word, per issue,
and,You can run ,it tpqayt' Just bring
YOVfself and your ad,"-,,:ondyour 4 cents
p~~"word -- bytheS~ynlqf.o.rmotio0
'. "
C~()ter,onyw~day.8
t9;4:30. Fill out a
c!ossifiedad sheeC ahdwe'II'"
.
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,OUR DINNERS
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season rushing record last fall by
galnlng 1,526-yards. .
..
Also receiving wtes In the Offenslve Player of the Year department
were Junior running back Frclnk
.H(:lwklng of Nevada-Reno; senior
_ quarterback Larry \llbrman also of
Nevada-Reno; and senior running
back 11m Lappano from the
university of Idaho.

:.
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Judie, a 6-3, 235-pounder, edged coueqe transfer from Chaffey JC
AIl-Big Sky Conference linebacker
in Callfomla, finished ahead of
Kent Clausen of the university of
Boise StateJC quarterback Joe
Mmtana for defensive - player
AlloW In the newcomer baJlotll1g.
honors.
Also receivingwtes where Idaho
Others receiving wtes were:
State's . Dirk . Koetter; Mlntana
OttoRlbary, an AIl-Big Sky Con- State
kicker
Terry
Alberta;
ference linebacker from Wlber _ Neyada-Reno runnlngback Frank
State; and Las Sherrill, a tackle
Hawkins; and UoiversltV of Idaho
form Mlntana State.
kicker Mke Browne and linePotter, a 6-2, 195-pound junior
backer Sam M:lrriman.

J'-

1AA Football Prognostications
By Jerry Richards

the

Broncos

and

KBDI;

Paul

The days get a little shorter, the
nights a Httle brighter, the breeze
a little ilippierand the trees a little
noiser. The pace of life grows
brisk; sights and .sounds jump at
one as they never do in midsummer. Tank tops and bermudas
gradually give way to cardigans
and mufflerS. Autumn commences Its Inevitable encroachment
Into the tyranny ot sunshine and
brings asometimes-cursed, often
welcome rell!!' from a long summer.

J.

KBOI Radio- To
Broadcast- BSUAthletics
Boise's KBOI Radio, 670 AM, will
broadcast Boise State University
football and basketball again in
1979-80. This is the seventh year
that KBOI has obtained rights to
BSU athletic broadcasts.
KBOI* the only 50,000 watt radio
station in Idaho, will originate all
BSU football and basketball
broadcasts on the road as well as
in Boise.
. KBOI sports director Paul J.
Schneider will handle allplay-byplay responsibllities. He will be
assisted with color commentary',
by former BSU football player
Mke Campbell for home games,
and BSU sports information dlrec-

NCAA's Mnl-Dlvision this year?
Naturally, to the astute, none ot
Look for the chief contestants for
this .:makes any difference before
the
I-AA title to be South Carolina
football season starts.
State, featuring scrambling OB
This year, the Big Sky will get yet
Nate Rivers and an all-around
another chance to prove' itself the
loaded squad (the Bulldogs, by
toughest 'conference in Division
the way, ran roughshod over
I-AAcolleglatefootball,
and your
Virginia State last Saturday, 2&0);
tavortte
smail-time
gridiron
the Sky's own. newcomer Nevada
quaslgnostlmancer promises not
Reno, which features an All
to miss 'a week of it this year.
(Last season, newspaper space - American offense including backfield battery Larry \llbrman and
prevented Yours. Truly and fellowFrank Hawkins; Grambling, home
wizard of picks Tate Simmons
from publishing more than one ;of last year's 8.9 ppg defense (you
issue, but that's another story ... ).
CONTINUED TO PAGE 25
Wlat, after all, Is In ,store for the

Zhnmer Resigns. Gymnastio Postiton ,

8:1 .Zimmer, BSU's - gymnastic
coach, announced his resignation
from Boise State university.
Zimmer has accepted the head
coaching position at the unlvertor Bob Rosenthal for all away slty of Wlshington In Seattle.
football games.
"This Is the hardest decision I
Campbell and Rosenthal will
have ever had to make," said the
handle post-qame Interviews with
29-year-old Zimmer.· "I spoke with
head football coach Jim Criner
athletes,
administration,
and
and selected players following
coaches from all over before i
each game, at home and on the
made the decision to apply".
road, respectively.
Wth the high level of cornpetlAlso, television station K1V!-lV,
tlon, I did not expect to be
channel 6
Nampa, will telecast
strongly considered, but my phlthe 'weekly ''Coach's Comer
losophy and goals seemed to be in
Show",·alring each Sunday,pf the
line with those of the university of
11-game football season.
Wlshington," said Zimmer.
The half-hour show wlll feature
Before Zlmmer came to BSU, the
film from the previous day's game,
team had finished fifth In small
,"'d comments from Jim Criner.
college regionals and eighth overiiie show will be hosted by KJV! all In the Northwest Collegiate
sports dlrector,Tom Scott.

In

qualified three gymnasts ,for the
1978natlonal toumament, and, In
1979, qualified the entire team for
the small college nationals,
finishing eleventh.
"The Groundwork has been laid
for a bright future at BSU In
women's gymnastics.
BSU has
made a commitment which Insures
future success for the program,"
Zimmer st?ted. ''The 1979'goal of
finishing In the top six nationally
In Division II is stili very reachable
for this group."
Sforts to replace Zimmer have
already begun. Carol J. ladwig,
BSU Assistant Athletic Director
for \lib men, said, ''Time Is critical
at this point. Wl hope to have the
job filled as soon as possible."
For additional information, contact Dlriene Bally (208) 385-1656..

Former- BSU Gumnastlcs Coach
I

\llbmen's Sports Association's
regional championships.
By 1979, the team won the small
college division and finished third
at the NC\I\.SA regionals.
under Zimmer's direction, BSU

2nd,1Ioor

SALES
I\ENTALS
Over~lght Rentals
Available

.. A SMALL PRICE
TO PAY FOR A
MILLION DOLLARS
WORTH OF FUN!!"

I·ELS

SUB \165-1464

8-1! weekdays

OPEN

Mon'- Thur
1 :00 . 6:00
Fridav
1 :00 ~9:00

II F

336-6761 .

1725 Broadway Boise, Idaho 83706
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read right!) anchored by LB '
Aldrich Allen, and a 'promtstnq
young offense;
well-polished
Rhode Island, with a, balanced,
experienced squad and an outstanding receiving corps; and
V\estem Kentucky, another heavily experienced team with class at
, QB, namely John Hall.
Also in the running are Jackson
State, Grambling's perennial rival
(ground out a 14-7 win over
Alabama State Saturday); Northeastem.. a latejstart being the
biggest hangup; Akron, with a
powerhouse that might be cut
down by an uncompromising
schedule;
Eastem
Kentucky,
which lost to a similarly endowed
V\estem Kentucky team 17-16 last
year;
and
Mlssachusetts, which can at any time take
advantage of Rhode Island slipups. Our own beloved Broncos
have the potential to' outclass
several of the above, of course;
- but ineligibility for. a conference
title renders the question moot for
this season. •
. This year's first outlandish picks:

SHOW YOURBSU IDCARD AND

o

ON THE

Boise State 35, cal State-Long Beach 21
Fresno State 24, Idaho 17-look for fumbles.
Nevada-Reno 31, Idaho State 10
UPSET SPECIAL: North Dakota 17, Montana State 14
Northern Arizona 24, Portland State 2O-Iook
for InJuries.
North Dakota State 28, Weber State 7
Akron 24, Western Illinois lo-tunlng up for
Boise State sept. 22.
Grwnbllng 35; Morgan State a-close'nl
THIS WEEK'S THRILLER: Rhode Island
27, Delaware 24

I
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THE SELF-CORRECTING
fULL-ELECTRIC, PORTABLE
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Scale on Both Bail
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Vertical Half Space
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Line Drawing Guide
Erasure Table

Spring Steel
.Type Bars

Fall Practice
.Begins For Women
Practice has begun for the \oUlleyball, field hockey, and cross
country teams. There will also be
fail practice for track and field,
gymnastics, tennis, and basketball. All Athletes are reminded
that no athlete can begin practice
without a physical examination.
Interested women should contact
the coach-for further details.
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. This weekend an eclectic army of

art and people will fill Julia Ilivls
Park as It hosts Boise Gallery of
Art's 25th annual Art In the Park
festival and sale. Over 200 booths
will feature painting, ceramics,
fiber, jewelry, photography, leather, wood, metal, scuplture and
more, while music, dancers and
mime artists entertain the crowds.
The event happens Friday from
noon until 8 p.rn., and Saturday
and Sunday from 10 a.m. to 6
p.m.
Participation in the fair Is jurled
by Gallery staff members to
ensure high -standards and 'an

enrlchlng ... experience for all concemed.' The yearly festival and
sale Is th BGA's biggest single
money-making venture.
LOversof Idaho brand bluegrass
can enjoy Ragged But Right and
the Idaho Bluegrass Special at the
fair. The Happy Harpers will play
': old-fashioned country-style music, as well.
_ canclng
scheduled
Includes
Rasheda's bellydancers, Knotson's Square !lincers and inter.pretlve
dance by the Kellogg
!lince Company from M:CaJI. A
gymnastics group under the dlrectlon of Mike Young will also

_'_97_9

_

perform.
In addition to scheduled entertalnment, Boise High mimes will
wander among the falr-goers, and
the Idaho Public Theater will give
puppet shows.
Those driving to Art in .the Park
are asked to leave their vehicles at
Bronco Stadium, where a shuttle
bus will be available all three days
to and from Julia Ili\is.
The
footbridge behind the Boise State
Library.also provides easy pedestrian access.
For a complete schedule of Art. in
'the Park entertainment, see this
week's ACTION page, and enjoy!

"Butler" opens for Au itions
Open auditions for "What the
Butler Saw," the .fIrst production
of the Boise State University
Theatre season, will be held on
Thursday, September 6, at the
SubaJ Theatre, TheiS will be two
audition sessions, 2:00 p.m. and
7:00 p.rn, Call-bcl(:!{ auditions
will be held on September 7 at 2:00
p.m. In the Subai Theatre. There
are roles for four men and' two
women.

0". Roger Bedard, stage director,
stresses that experience Is not
necessary to audition for the
show.
All BSU students are
welcome and are urged to participate. Scripts for the comedy are
available In the theafre department
office, tvD 212. . For further
Information, contact Dr. Bedard at
385-1620 or the theatre depart-

mem at 385-3957.
"What the Butler Saw," by joe
Orton, Is a hilarious adult jarce
which satirizes contemporary sexual mores. This modem British
comedy by one of England's
freshest tallents In theatre has
become a major contemporary hit.
It will play in Boise for the first
time on October 12.

Mary McCartney/Ernest Hemingway
To cover on- and off-campus newsbeats.

Leonardo da Vinci/Grandma Moses
. To layout newspaper paste-ups..

.Bella Abzug/ Andrew Carnegie
To sell advertising.

Pablo Picasso/Georgia O'Keefe
To layout ads.

Zales has a Baylor exclusively
for your bride.
a. Ten diamonds, 17 jewels, $250
b. Link bracelet, 17 jewels, $90
Elegant gift wrap at nil extra charge.
Zales and Friends make wishes come true.

1:~i1:1

~ rft;~'rl~~

Also available, Zales Revolving Charge.

6204 OVERLAND RD

Reasonable facsimiles (experienced or Inexperienced) are encouraged to
apply today at:
Second floor SUB
~:~~:~:.oom,

The University

Board 01 Education meets In Idaho Falls

Wed,:,esday

Sept. 5
,

Late reglstretlon and drop-add . period
boglns
Last day to withdraw with lull refund
(less $15)
Verslty baseball tryouts
Bookatore open Bam-8pm

I

Thursday

Sept. 6

Auditions:

the Butler SaW,"

"What

Subal Tiitxrti"u, 2Piii e.,..ipm
Board 01 education meets In Idaho Falls
Boolultore open Bam-8Pm

Friday

newsreel), 3:30 & 7:30 pm, lOA Hall 2
blks east of Holiday Inn on Sundse
Rim. Popcorn.

,USinging

hi the

Saturday

Sept. 8

Football: vs.' Long Beach State, 7:30pm
here
Arlin the Park: Julia DayIS, 10anHlpm
Clonic Film:
"Slnglog In the Rain"
(1952 comic musical plus vintage cartoon and newsreel), 8pm, lOA Hall, 2
blks east of Holiday Inn on Sunrise
Rim. Popcorn.
Workshop: for women students 25 years
and older, presented' by Communications Dept. SUB Nez Perce Room,
9arn-lpm. Space limited; call 338-7518
dally after 1:30.
Bookatore open ~sm-3pm

Monday

Sept.10

Organization Fair, SUB
Nursing workshop, SUB
University Gallsry: 'Rob DuVall exhibit
opens, thru OCt. 3
'
BAA luncheon snd films: 11:45am, SUB
Ballroom
Bookatore open Bam-7pm

Tuesday

Sept. 11

Organization Fair, SUB,
Booltstore open Bam-7pm

Sept. 7

Arl In the Park: Julia Davis, 12-llpm
"Bronco Boostsr Boot Ball Scramble:" ,
Golf tournament, 9arri, Municipal Park
barbecue, 5pm
Film: "Smokey and the Bandit," 8pm,
speocenter
C811-back auditions:
"What the Butler
. Ssw," Subal Theatre, 2pm
Boise Llttlo Theatre:
"Thurber Carnival," 8:15pm
..

Sunday

Sept.9

Film: "Smokey and the Bandit," spm,
Speccenter
Arlin the Park: Jufla Davis, 10a'11-llpm ,
Classic 111m:"Singing In the Rain" (1952
comic musical plus vintage cartoon and

Wednesday

®

Sept. 12

Organization Fair, SUB
Bcokstoro open Bam-7pm

Gene Kelly splashes his way Into the hearts of 'the American
public In the 1952 comic musical, thought by many to be
Hollywood's ail-time best.

~,

~,

-Art inthe PCfk--.

a letter! loot a letter!

~---

Mon-Thur: 8:308m-12pm
Friday: ' 8:3Oam-lalTl
SatUiday: lOam-10m
Suooay: 10sm-12pm

Friday:
_
2pm - The Happy Harpers (old-fashioned
country music)
4pm - The Happy Harpers
6pm - Rashedo's Dancers (bellydonclnq)
7pm -Knots on's 5quoredancers
"
All day - Boise High Mimes and Idaho
Public Theater puppet shows

Library
Mon-Thur: 7:3Oam-llpm
Friday: 7:3Oam-Spm
Saturday: Bam-Spm
Sunday: lpm-9pm

Saturday:
"11am - Ragged But Right (bluegrass
music)
12pm - Mil~eYoung's Gymnastics Group
1pm - Rashedo's Dancers
2prn - Idaho Bluegrass Special (blue','
gross music)
3pm - Mil~e Young's Gymnastics Group
4pm - Ragged But Right
'
All day - Boise High Mimes and Idaho
Public Theater puppet shows

f\cttl~~~y,it6
~usba~unk

mailer~r Ca.rribea.n .
Cru.t56fit

Sunday:
,
11 pm . Idaho Bluegrass -Speciol , 1pm - Kellogg Dance Company from
McColl (iJlterpretive dance)
2pm - Ragged But Right
3pm - Kellogg Dance Company
5pm - Rasheda's Dancers
'
All day - Boise High Mimes and Idaho
Public Theater puppet shows

For Sale
1971 Dodge Colt. Excellent condition and
great gas mileage. Good school car. Call
46&0875 after 6:00 or contact laurie at
:he Arbiter on Monday or Tuesday or
phone 385-1464.

USED FURNITURE & APPLIANCES
STUDENT DISCOUNTS.
The HUB
Bargain Canter. 9906 Fairview. "The
Yellow Barn." 3n-3988

for Il\ent
ART STUDENT t:EEKING TEMPORARY
roommate for month 01 september. I'm
moving and will ,sublease after that. Two
bedrooms. Yard with dog run. -FJrc'place.
Carpeted. Call Mike for Intervlow.
345-2389. 345-8330.
'

MEN!
WOMEN I
JOBSI
CRUISESHIPSI YACHTS!
No experl·
ence. Good pay! Europel AUlltrallal
Amer.! World I , send $4.95 lor APPLI- ,
CATIONIINFO/REFERRALS
to
CRUISEWORLD 168 Bex 60129. Sacto., '
CA -95860.

se.
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Staff positions open at the University
Arbiter. Reponers, salespeople, clerical
help (mailing experience preferred),
proof reader. Apply 2nd floor SUB 8:30'
to 5 weekdays. 385-1484 Tho University ,
Arbiter
'

These positions are available In your
student government:
University-wide
commillees-two members Faculty Com-patency Review Commillee, four members executive ad hoc committees (Catalog Revision and Sch!!D1 of Public
Affalrs(, two members each school Tenure Commillee, one member~schOOI
, Promotion Committee. Student
mmlttees-four members Financial A vlsory
Beard, three members Financial -Management Board, chairperson Election
Beard, three members Election Beard,
two membera senate (Education and
Health Science).

------------------

Application forms and eddltlonal Informallon can be obtained from the ASB Office, 2nd floor SUB, or from Joy McLean
342-7087, 385-1440.
'

Help Wanted

"..:' l,;'#,' C!:. '4'$'

Rain"

,

Misc.
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
• send $1.00 for yo'ur 306-page catalog of
collegiate research. 10,250 topics listed.
Box 25097G, Los AngelllS, California,
90025. (213) 4n-8226.

Two ShalF ladles 'to wor\( three nIghts
GaCh u'cashlors.
Vlelor's LE CLUB, 8 nleo ploeGto work.
Paid VlICDI!oos, Ill$uranco, plll:Sllnt 8ur·
roundlngs ilt desk araa. Wlthl:l l'::!~!::;
distance 01 school.
Soma quallllcotlons
In bookkeeping
and buslnoss machines very helplul.
Please BOO Mr. Schmlat betwoon 5 &
7pm. No phono -calls p1Cl1Se.
-

/

3 purple collection baskets
Clutch purse
Social security card-laurie
Hall
Mlnolta camera (400X Instamatlc)
Wallet-Everett Sam
TI Adaptor-Tony G.
Sun glasses
Keys! Many Keys. '
Baby bottle
, 2' wool Jackets
•
1 man's 1976 Borah Class Ring
1 man'a turquoise ring
2 wedding bands

-:to':.., '). ...:.:"".i'..J;.<~'~,.-.',,'.'~;!:"''.;:.:>'''''':''::~"":l'\'~~'(~"/tA'>?;.,~~:..""
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1 man's watch
1 woman's watch
Leather change purse (belt atyle)
All unclaimed, Items will be given to
charity OCt. 1.

Personals
Boopsle, Jlhlo said Its time 10 get the
Health Food. Leo
'

Found.

Old you lose somlt.hlng last year? The
"Lost & Found Box" has held the
following Items all summer for you.
Come claim your long lost possosalons at
the SUB Info Canter SOON:
Phone II 385-1448

eclassified

Save gas, share a ride with a friend,
Buy a double-decker bus.
BSU'students. Don't smoke, drink, or
chow ... or run around with kids who do.
Love, Teach.

Classified Ads: 4 cents per
word per issue. Place
them at theSU Blnformatlon Center,
80m-4:30pm,
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A WHALE OF A JOKE
Wo wero wOndering Just the othor
day, wa \'Iondorcd:
"What do you
suppose a whalo does when an eskimo
harpoons hlm/har?"
Woll, we thought
and thought and thought somo more and
Just plumb thought, and olter that VIO
relloctcd a bit and then thought some
moro, and at last, having thought I1ll<lrly
all \'10 could think shorl of disproVing
Elnstoln or ttw quark theorillS, wo
I'O/jllred [AHAI) that 01 course, \Vhat a
whale doos when an eskimo harpoons
her/him Is •• '.[dramat)c pausoJ ••• TO
BLUBBERIII And by that tlllllI wo were
so disgusted with oursalves that wa
premised novor-GYor to Invont anothor
whala Jalto no mattor how, hard -anyone
might try to tampt us.
But you may havo been wondarlng,
too. "Whore's the gD3hdam contest this
weak, anyway?" WolI, since wo told you
the punny answer to the lnana Wholo
Question, you toll us [or rather, toll our
,secrotary, since we personally are In and
out 01 the olflce pretty much constantly)
what tho lour sub-porllcloa 01a querk oro,
and win a Mystery Phol1Ograph Racordl
Yoa, that's right, a lree surprise lor
merely exprl:iSSlng lour small bits 01
up-to-date Scientific Theory.
Oh, yes, and Jusl 80 we don't succumb
to 8 thaotlc, lorm 01 anarchy with this
contO$t, _lot's hava some ruloa.:
the
contest ands at 5pm on Friday [Sept. 7,
1979), 8nd only tho vory first correct
answer wins the Big Prize, the Coveted
Roward. Sound Fair? 'ThaI's bocause WB
tho rules!'
,,
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